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The Calendar will also be available for sale at the Club’s Christmas Party on Sunday
12 December (see page 4) and orders can also be placed via email to contact@actcdc.org.au
(while stocks last)
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From the Dog Kennel
Editor and President — Anne Robertson
Welcome to the last issue of The Good
Companion for 2021, Normally the magazine
comes out four times a year to keep all
members informed about the Club’s activities
but our Term 3 issue was abandoned due to
the COVID-19 lockdown.
Much has happened since we went into
lockdown in mid-August just before we were
due to hold our Annual General Meeting. We
were looking forward to meeting face-to–face
with members at the Southern Cross Club but
had to ‘pivot’ to Zoom and put in place
electronic processes that enabled real-time
anonymous voting online. At the meeting
members agreed to adopt changes to the
Club’s Constitution (available at https://
actcdc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/
CDC-constitution-approved-23-August2021.pdf) to bring the document into line with
recent changes to the ACT Government’s
legislative and regulatory framework for
incorporated associations. We also made some
administrative efficiencies, including reducing
the turnaround time for member renewals.
Renewals must now be submitted within one
month of their due date.
At the AGM we also sought changes to the
Club’s fee structure to ensure that the Club
can afford long overdue maintenance works
to the Club’s infrastructure without depleting its

cash reserves to an
unsustainable level. These works
include replacing thirty year old
rotting floodlight poles; relining
and bolstering the leaking and
subsiding concrete water tank;
repairing and external
repainting of the workshop, gazebo and
clubhouse; improving the Club’s internal and
perimeter fencing to reduce safety and
security risks; and upgrading the Club’s
electrical infrastructure including switchboards
and floodlight technology. This work is
expected to cost approximately $60,000 in the
next twelve months and is not the type of work
that attracts government grants. Members
agreed to the changes to the fee structure at
the AGM including moving from an activitybased structure to a flat fee structure. Further
information is available on page 16.
At the AGM we bid formal farewell to three
Committee members—Hilarie Kemp, Rhonda
Cameron and Sophie Dunstone—and
welcomed three new members: Neale
Prescott, Penny Pardoe-Matthews and Barbara
Gough. Once again we are fortunate that all
of the Club’s sports are directly represented on
the Club’s Committee.
Full reports from the AGM appear in this issue of
the magazine on pages 19-35.

Below: The 2021-22 Committee has been meeting via Zoom since the Annual General Meeting due to COVID
restrictions (top row) Penny Pardoe-Matthews, Anne Robertson, Linda Spinaze, Maxine Robinson
(middle row) Katrina Morton, Lesley Pothan, Sharon Haines, Juliet Ward
(bottom row) Neale Prescott, Vanessa March, Barbara Gough, Heather McPherson
Absent: Wendy Hathaway
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From the dog kennel … continued
We sincerely hope that the Club will be able to
continue to deliver its services over the coming
twelve months without further disruption due to
COVID-19. Noting the impact of the lockdown
on the Club’s training activities in Term 3 this
year, members affected by the suspension of
classes across all activities will have their
memberships extended by one term. Renewals
will be sent out via email to members when
they fall due—so please ensure that you keep
your email details up-to-date with the Club
office and that you routinely check your email
(including spam or junk folders) to avoid missing
the reminder. We are transitioning to a fully
online membership management system so
your reminder will ask you to renew online
rather than using paper forms. If you have any
questions please email our office on
contact@actcdc.org.au.
Since the AGM the Club’s Committee has
approved the Club’s Strategic Plan 2021-24
that will guide it and its subordinate Subcommittees for the next three years. This
document’s key objectives are to:
•
Promote participation in dog training and
dog sports;
•
Provide humane science-based
contemporary dog training in all
disciplines supported by the Club, with an
emphasis on rewards-based force-free
principles and practices;
•
Look after our members – including our
volunteers;
•
Constructively engage with members
and external stakeholders;
•
Provide appropriate facilities to support
the activities of the Club; and
•
Effectively and transparently manage the
business affairs of the Club
These objectives are complemented by key
deliverables and performance measures.

and Sub-committees for the voluntary hours
they devote on your behalf—and consider
whether you may be able to contribute in this
way in the years to come. Succession-planning
is critical to the Club’s future.
I hope you are inspired by all of the news in this
edition of the magazine and that you embark
on the holiday break committed to resuming
your training activities in the New Year.
If you are reading the magazine in print, you
can also download it in glorious colour on the
website. Use Adobe Acrobat PDF viewer for
best results.
Enjoy the summer break and we’ll see you
back in the New Year. Remember to check the
website for dates and times (see <What we
offer>).
Anne (From the Dog Kennel)

None of the governance issues mentioned in
this report are as fulfilling or captivating as
training and bonding with our dogs—but they
are essential to keep the operations of the Club
running and guaranteeing its future for
Canberra’s dog-owning community. Please
thank the members of the Club’s Committee

"Training works best when you learn together “
Dogs Trust
https://www.dogstrust.org.uk/
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About Our Club
The ACT Companion Dog Club (CDC),
established in 1958 as the first dog training
Club in the ACT, has an average household
membership of around 800 each year. It is a
non-profit organisation relying mostly on
volunteers to run activities with some
occasional grant assistance. About 70
instructors volunteer their time to conduct
Behaviour Training and dog sport classes in
Agility, Dances With Dogs, Flyball, Obedience
Trialling, Rally, Tracking and Tricks from
February to November each year. The Club also
has a Dogs-As-Therapy group that visits
nursing homes and schools with their dogs for
the enjoyment of the residents and support for
student.
While much of the work in maintaining and
running the Club is undertaken on a volunteer
basis we do have some paid help. We have a
paid office manager and two junior shop
assistants and the mowing of the grounds is
undertaken by a contractor. The Club caters for
disabled access with paved paths, designated
parking spaces and toilet facilities.

The aims and objectives of the Club are to:
• promote responsible dog ownership and the
general welfare of dogs;
• teach members to train their dogs, of
whatever breed, in dog obedience and other
related canine skills, using motivational
training methods;
• promote participation and training in a range
of dog sports;
• promote and participate in dog training and
other activities associated with dog training;
• support the rights of dog owners, provided
that such ownership is conducted in a
responsible manner;
• actively promote community interaction with
dogs;
• provide facilities necessary or convenient for
its activities;
• promote positive relationships between
owners and dogs; and
• enhance the development of social skills of
dogs.

COMMITTEES 2021-22
President
Senior Vice-President
Junior Vice-President
Treasurer
Secretary

Anne Robertson – Work Health & Safety, Magazine, Annual Awards
Lesley Pothan—Behaviour Training Convenor
Heather McPherson – Grounds, Security, ActSmart Recycling
Sharon Haines – Insurance, Grants
Penny Pardoe-Matthews – Public Officer

Main Committee
Members

Barbara Gough – Events & Promotion
Wendy Hathaway – Obedience Trialling & Rally Liaison
Vanessa March – Social Media, Website, Flyball Convenor
Katrina Morton – Shop, Housekeeping, Maintenance
Neale Prescott – Dogs-as-Therapy Co-ordination
Maxine Robinson – Tracking & Scent Work Liaison
Linda Spinaze – Agility Convenor
Juliet Ward – Dances with Dogs & Trick Dog Convenor

Behaviour Training

Convenor Lesley Pothan, Members Anne Robertson Kerry Deans , Sophie
Dunstone, Kath Hallam, Hilarie Kemp, Jess McNamara–Rice, Penny PardoeMatthews, Jackie Trotter, Julie Whitmore

Obedience Trialling &
Rally

Convenor Laraine Frawley Members Judith Barlow, Wendy Hathaway,
Jeanette Johnson, Catherine Perry, Lara Sedgmen, Anne Walkington,
Geoff Woodman, Patricia Woodman

Flyball Training &
Competition

Convenor Vanessa March Members Mick Fordyce, Angharad Lodwick,
Cathy Vaughan

Agility Training &
Trialling

Convenor Linda Spinaze Members Emma Easton, Cheyne Fischer, Karen Hobson,
Dana Simonsen, Wendy Stewart, Kylie White, Steph Windsor

Dances with Dogs &
Trick Dogs

Convenor Juliet Ward Members Jill Bradfield, Barbara Gough, Tara McLaughlin,
Holly Rieger, Raelene Stewart, Cherie Wilkinson

Tracking

Convenor Jake Blight Members Joanne Hagan,
Sandra Hassett

Instructors’ Library

Karen Haines

PAWS Shop

Jess Charman, Alicia Wettern

Secom Security

1300 138 769 or 1300 360 535
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What’s Coming Up At Our Club ?
How should I prepare for classes in summer ?
Please wear clothing appropriate to the
weather conditions:
•
Sturdy, outdoor enclosed footwear (For
safety’s sake: thongs, sandals and fashion
heels are NOT permitted)
•
Shade hat and sunscreen (in daylight
hours)
•
Insect repellent (especially if you train in
the evening)
•
Avoid loose, flapping clothes including
shoulder bags or back packs that may
distract or interfere with your dog.

What dog sports events are coming up at the
Club ?
The Club’s first dog sports event (a Rally Trial)
for 2022 is scheduled for Saturday 15 January.
Details of this and other events can be found
on the Calendar on the website (see ‘What we
offer > Calendar’) and on page 67. The
grounds may be closed to members on these
occasions due to COVID-19 restrictions. Keep
an eye on Facebook for announcements.
When do classes resume?
Classes will resume after the Christmas break
from Monday 31 January. Full details are
available on the website (see ‘What we offer >
Calendar’) and on page 67.
How do I know what time my class is on?
Class times for all Club activities can vary from
term to term depending on the season and
instructor availability. Check the class
timetables on the website at ‘What we offer >
Class timetables’ a few days before classes
resume so that you can arrive on time.
Want to keep in touch with the latest activities
at the Club ?

The Club has adopted guidance for Club
officials to determine whether Behaviour
Training classes should be cancelled due to
adverse weather or other environmental
conditions. It has some great advice for
members as well. You can read it on the Club’s
website (see https://actcdc.org.au/wpcontent/uploads/2020/12/
cdc_adverse_weather_guidelines__version_1.0
_february_2020_.pdf).
If you are participating in Behaviour Training
classes, please check the Club’s public
Facebook page for advice on class
cancellations. Because Obedience Trialling
and Rally classes are held concurrently with
Behaviour Training classes we often cancel
classes jointly to avoid any confusion.
The Club’s other dog sports have their own
policies on class cancellations so please check
with your sports instructor about your sport’s
class arrangements due to weather and other
conditions.

The Good Companion | June 2021| Vol 33 | No 2

Information is available from:
•
Our website - www.actcdc.org.au
•
Notice boards (inside and outside the
Clubhouse)
•
Your Instructors
•
The Session Manager on the grounds on
Wednesdays, Thursdays and Sundays
during Behaviour Training classes
•
The Calendar on page 67
•
Our public Facebook page. You can see
it without being a registered FB user—see
the link on our website

Did you know we are on Instagram?
www.instagram.com/actcompaniondogclub/.
Please tag our Instagram account and hashtag it …
and photograph yourself at the Club having fun with
your dog and send us the photos to put on our
account for everyone to enjoy.
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COVID CONNUBIALS
Instructor and keen flyballer Angharad Lodwick and
her partner Sam (left) married at Tahbilk Winery in
Victoria (between all the border closures!) on a rainy
day in March this year after postponing their
planned 2020 wedding due to the onset of COVID19. Their Koolies Tabasco and Pepper were on their
absolute best behaviour and those who know
Pepper will appreciate that she only barked when
everyone cheered at the end!

Thanks For Your Contribution
The Committee and Club members THANK the following volunteer instructors for giving their time
in Term Three (July-August 2021 suspended due to COVID lockdown) and Term Four (OctoberDecember 2021):
Behaviour Training: Gill Atkin, Di Adams, Catriona Anderson, Susan Barnard, Stuart Barrow, Jill
Bradfield, Oliver Caddick, Kerry Deans, Sophie Dunstone, Christina Erwin, Barbara Gough, Sharon
Haines, Kath Hallam, Renee Hamilton, Linda Harper, Peter Hendriks, Hilarie Kemp, Hari Lodwick,
Heather McPherson, Melinda Parrett, Kathleen Plowman, Lesley Pothan, Louise Raisin, Jane
Richardson, Leslie Roberts, Anne Robertson, Jane Rylands, Linda Spinaze, Fiona Straffon, Jackie
Trotter, Cathy Vaughan, Juliet Ward, Julie Whitmore
Reserves: Leslie Roberts
Agility (Sessions 4 and 5): Di Adams, Amanda Delaney, Suanne
Hackett, Wendy Hathaway, Pamela Hunt, Denise Iglesias, Rachel
McKeever, Georgia Morris, Simone Pensko, Leslie Roberts, Anne
Robertson, Therese Smith, Kylie White, Steph Windsor
Obedience Trialling and Rally: Vikki Evans, Laraine Frawley, Charlie
Giles, Sue Howie, Cath Perry, Geoff Woodman, Trish Woodman

THANK YOU

Flyball: Vanessa March, Cathy Vaughan
Dances With Dogs and Trick Dog: Jill Bradfield, Hilarie Kemp, Holly Rieger

— CDC Instructors —
Serving the CDC canine community for more than 60 years!
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Love your vet— as you love your pet
The impact of COVID restrictions on small businesses – including veterinary clinics – and the
increase in pet ownership during the pandemic and greater demand on clinics has placed
enormous pressure on veterinarians and their staff. But this pressure – and its effect on the health
and wellbeing of the veterinary profession – is not new. For many of us in the dog training fraternity
the suicide of Dr Sophia Yin, renowned author and animal behaviourist, in 2014 was perhaps the
first time we became aware of the emotional toll that the profession faces everyday.
Canberra’s local ‘City News’ published the following article in its 18 November 2021 edition. You
can also read it online at https://citynews.com.au/2021/digital-edition-november-18/.
Our Club has more than 500 active members – think about the difference we can make if we all
treat our veterinarians and their staff with kindness and respect in every interaction we have.

A member’s story: ‘Hugo’ by Judy Lind
Hugo was purchased from Bathurst Pound at the age of one,
having been dumped overnight in the so-called ‘honest
cages’. So terrified, the Pound ladies said it took them a few
days to convince him to get out of the cage. I was originally
looking to replace my beloved ‘Sox’ (a Staffie cross who
passed the Rainbow Bridge at age 16 1/2) with a similar-sized
older dog. I came home with Hugo - a young, large,
untrained, bundle of gorgeousness with uncontrollable levels of
energy and destructive tendencies! Hugo was advertised as a
Pharaoh Hound cross, but DNA shows 50% Australian Kelpie, a
bit of Mastiff and the rest indeterminate (but Hugo identifies
himself as a Pharaoh Hound cross, since nobody thinks he looks
like a Kelpie!)
Fast forward three years (Hugo turns four in early 2022) and with
the help of the Club’s instructors Hugo is now in Companion
Level 4 in his Behaviour Training. Hugo is a well-behaved dog
who loves life and is the love of my life. Hugo gives a big shoutout to all the Club’s dogs who have come from hard
circumstances and the owners who gave them a chance to
become good canine citizens.
Photo: Janine Fabre Photography (see page 6)
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Do you have a photo you’d like to
share with other members through
The Good Companion?

Above: Barbara Gough’s Jack (helped by young bro’ Charlie) demonstrates the importance of covering the
mouth and nose when mask-wearing. Post-lockdown, we hope such days are behind us (except in high-risk
settings)! And an important veterinary warning from the Animal Referral Hospital in Canberra: placing masks
on dogs may cause distress and compromise breathing so if taking a photo please be aware of your dog’s
welfare, promptly remove the mask and cut the straps (to avoid risks to wildlife) before disposal.
The Good Companion | December 2021| Vol 33 | No 3
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Getting to know your Committee
Did you know that the Club is managed by members—just like you—who put themselves forward
to serve on the Club’s Main Committee or one of the Sub– committees that organise the Club’s
many sports activities. The Main Committee is elected at the Annual General Meeting while
Sub– committees are drawn from members and instructors who participate in the various sports.
Membership and contact details for the Main Committee and Sub-committees is available on
page 8. Most of the Club’s current Committee were profiled in the November 2019 and
November 2020 issues of The Good Companion, see https://actcdc.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2020/11/final_tgc_nov_2019__term_3-4_-revisedlr1.pdf and
https://actcdc.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/FINAL_TGC_Nov_2020_LOWRES-1.pdf.
The Committee’s newer members provide a little information about themselves below.

NEALE PRESCOTT – DOGS-AS-THERAPY
When and why did you join the Club? We
joined the Club in 2016 to help train both our
new puppy Coco and ourselves. Our aim was
to have a well-trained dog that was confident,
well-controlled and we were more deliberate
and consistent with her.
What do you like best about the Club? The
instructional approach to reward-based
training and the skilled instructors are the things
I like the best. The grounds are excellent and
make the whole experience fun.
What type of dog do you have? We have a
standard-sized Labradoodle named Coco,
who is six years old now. While she looks more
like a wire-haired Pointer don’t let that fool you,
underneath she’s fun and mischievous.

What attracted you to the type of dog(s) or
specific dog(s) that you have? We have
enjoyed owning medium-sized dogs and a
Labradoodle came with the promise of an
intelligent, friendly dog that had a coat that
didn’t shed. We got the friendly and intelligent
only but we can live with the shedding.
What Club training activities do you do with
your dog(s)? We are part of the Drill team,
Companion training and Dogs As Therapy.
We’ve had a trial of Agility and Tracking and
we’d like to return to both.
When can members find you at the Club?
Sunday morning is the day we’re realiably at
the Club, and a couple of times a week in the
late afternoon for Coco to do a small amount
of training and get some extra exercise.
PENNY PARDOE-MATTHEWS – SECRETARY
When and why did you join the Club? I joined
the Club in February 2015. We had adopted
Bobby, a West Highland White Terrier, in Oct
2014 and he had had very little training so he
was a nightmare to walk! At 2 ½ years old he
was excited to walk, pulling the whole time,
and so scared of everything that moved
especially other dogs. He had not had much
socialisation, although he had been very much
loved by his previous owner who had lost her
battle with cancer. The solution was to take him
to training and so I joined CDC - Katrina Morton
was our first instructor!
What do you like best about the Club? I love
that the Club offers so many sports and
activities. The grounds are excellent and
everything is well organised.
What type of dog(s) do you have? I retired in
June 2016 and we decided that we would
adopt another Westie as I’d have time for
training two dogs. Polly joined our household in
July 2016, a six year old Westie who was a
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Getting to know … continued
Left: Penny
focusses on
her secretarial
duties for the
Club’s
Committee
Right: West
Highland
White Terriers
‘Polly’ (left)
and
‘Bobby’ (right)
keep a close
eye on
proceedings

show champion and an ex-breeding dog. She was super relaxed compared to Bobby but very
shy. She also got used to having the run of the house and yard very quickly.
What attracted you to the type of dog(s) or specific dog(s) that you have? We settled on Westies
as the breed had the low allergen coat with the feisty personality. Bobby and Polly are our 3rd
and 4th Westies respectively.
What Club training activities do you do with your dog(s)? Polly prefers a relaxed lifestyle so we did
Behaviour tTaining Foundation and Consolidation levels and then called it quits because her
interest was in being on the couch not out training. Bobby on the other hand loves training
(achieved Graduation in Behaviour Training) and we finally made it into Novice in Agility before
we had to temporarily pull out of class earlier this year.
When can members find you at the Club? I’m often at the Club on Wednesday mornings and
Sunday mornings. If I’m not instructing a class then I’m hanging around checking equipment or
helping out where I can.
MAXINE ROBINSON – TRACKING AND
SCENTWORK LIAISON
When and why did you join the Club? I joined
CDC in 2018.

What do you like best about the Club? I love that
people are friendly and helpful.
What type of dog(s) do you have? Labrador
Retriever
What attracted you to the type of dog(s) or
specific dog(s) that you have? I met my dog’s
mother at the Club and she was such a lovely
dog and her owner, a Club member, was really
helpful and supportive for someone who had not
owned a dog in many years. I wanted a dog that
would be a great companion and also enjoy
scent work and tracking.
What Club training activities do you do with your
dog(s)? I do Behaviour Training classes, Agility
and Tracking though the Club. I also do Scent
Work.
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Getting to know … continued
When can members find you at the Club? I am
at the Club some afternoons and often on a
Thursday evening.
BARBARA GOUGH – EVENTS AND PROMOTION
When and why did you join the Club? I joined
the Club about 30 years ago, just like everyone
else, to train my dog ‘Rover’, my daughter’s
choice of name! Rover was a Labrador x Corgi
puppy rescue from the RSPCA. A black Lab on
short legs. Since then, I have continued to
come to the Club with all our subsequent dogs:
‘Bessie’ a mixed cross rescue from the RSPCA
and ‘Buddy’ a big golden Lab; ‘Jack’ a black
Lab x Australian Kelpie from Labrador Rescue;
and most recently ‘Charlie’ meant to be Border
Collie x Poodle, however he looks more
Schnauzer— the spitting image of Hairy
Maclary.

Labrador Rescue for Jack. On introducing
them, Bess let Jack give her a lick on the face
and follow her around the yard, so Jack came
home. They were good mates, with Jack being
respectful of Bess’s position in the order of
things and her age. We lost Bess last year at 18
years and my husband then decided we
needed another dog and he chose Charlie.
They have all been a little different, so many
different personalities, but all great dogs. After
writing this I can see a trend… my husband
chose most of our dogs!

What do you like best about the Club? There
are many things I like about the Club, but
probably the most important, is that we teach
people to have meaningful relationships with
their dogs. How to understand them, how to
keep them safe and how to enjoy their dog by
training companion behaviours. The people
are great, the instructors are dedicated and
the grounds are a wonderful safe area for
training. I have made life long friends through
training my dogs at the Club.

What Club training activities do you do with
your dog(s)? All our dogs have done general
‘obedience’ training, achieving different levels.
Buddy and then Jack, going through to the old
Secondary Companion level. I became an
instructor about five years ago, and have
enjoyed taking classes at most levels. Currently
I take the Classic Companion class on Sunday
mornings. A couple of years ago, this class did
a demonstration of heeling and stays for the
Club’s 60th anniversary event and since then,
our ‘Drill Team’ occasionally gives
demonstrations of heeling, stays and tricks at
public social events, like A Pooch Affair. Jack
attends this class and participates in the drill
team with his friends. Charlie and I attend the
Graduation Behaviour Training class on
Thursday nights.

What type of dog(s) do you have? Currently we
have Jack, who is now about 8+ years old and
Charlie who is about 12 months.

When can members find you at the Club?
Members will see me at the Club on Thursday
evenings and Sunday mornings.

What attracted you to the type of dog(s) or
specific dog(s) that you have?
I guess we have tended to look for rescue
dogs, they always need a good home.
Originally Rover, was my daughter’s
companion and he had all those loyal
Labrador qualities. As you are, I was devasted
when we lost him and my husband suggested
we get a Labrador pup, which was our
beautiful boy Buddy. Buddy was quite
destructive as a pup and my husband
suggested a companion dog. I think he had
already been to the RSPCA and had spotted
Bessie. Bess had been maltreated as a pup and
was always a bit nervous. Bess and Buddy were
like two peas in a pod and were together for 12
years, until we lost Buddy.

Barb with Jack

Bess was devastated and just withdrew into
herself, so we tried to find another friend for her.
After she dismissed several dogs of different
ages and breeds, we saw the listing on
The Good Companion | December 2021| Vol 33 | No 3
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Is Your Membership Due ?
We will send you a renewal notice via email *
Renewals are now undertaken online using our new
membership management system.
Instructions are provided in the email.
You have one month to pay your renewal to remain
financial.
* NOTE: Members whose training was directly affected by the suspension of
classes in Term 3 (2021) due to the COVID-19 lockdown will automatically be offered one
term’s extension to their memberships. In order to renew, members are expected to
participate regularly in the Club’s training classes throughout the year as the Club does
not offer ‘grounds use only’ memberships. We do offer a wide variety of training activities
that will enrich your relationship with your dog , provide it with mental and physical
stimulation and enable it to become the best companion it can be. And there is
something for every dog and handler—young and old (see page 62).

Contact Us

Fees (from 24 August 2021)
Joining Fee (household)

$90.00

Phone

02 6295 7764

Annual Subscription (household) for
one dog

$300.00

Post

PO Box 4048, Kingston ACT 2604

One additional dog
Two additional dogs
Three additional dogs

$50.00
$100.00
$150.00

Web

www.actcdc.org.au

Office

240 Narrabundah Lane,
Symonston ACT 2609

Members may participate in any number of
activities under this flat-fee structure but are
required to complete an ‘Additional Dog and
Activity Form’, must meet the eligibility
requirements for the activity and must be
accepted into the activity before commencing
training. Wait-lists may apply. See ’What we offer
> Activities’ on the website for further
information about each activity.
Instructors’ Fee

$30.00

Casual Visitors Fee
•
Conditions apply
•
Contact the Club Office

$5.00$52.00

• Tuesday-Friday 12 noon-2:00pm
• Thursday
6:00pm-9:15pm
• Sunday
9:00am-12:15pm

Office Manager: Marika Mueller
CLOSED MONDAY
Compliments, suggestions or ideas?
Contact the Club:
Email contact@actcdc.org.au

Facilities Hire is available to third parties for dogrelated training and trialling activities.
•
Conditions apply
•
Contact the Club Office
Grounds use only membership is NOT offered
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Valé Tony Turner
Honorary Instructor Tony Turner passed away in
September 2021 at the age of 74.
Tony moved to Canberra in 2003 after more than a
decade as a volunteer abroad in the Middle
East. He acquired his first dog ‘Aztec’ through
Golden Retriever Rescue (NSW). With no previous
dog training experience, Tony joined the Club and
as a former teacher with a clear flair for training he
was quickly tapped on the shoulder to became an
instructor in 2005. Tony was passionate about
watching handlers develop stronger, more positive
relationships with their dogs and it was this passion
that attracted him to Dances With Dogs.
Years later Tony commented that he had “no idea
then how Aztec would completely change my life,
a process ably assisted by the Club and the friends
I made that allowed me to walk a fascinating and
enjoyable path in the world of dogs”.
Tony was a tireless advocate for the sport of
Dances With Dogs and started the first DWD classes
in Canberra through the Club in 2010. He served on
the Australian National Kennel Council’s DWD
Committee to formalise the sport’s rules and
regulations and subsequently became accredited
as a foundation DWD judge in Australia.
Tony will always be remembered for his enthusiasm
for Dances with Dogs and his genuine joy at
sharing this with fellow Club members and the
broader dog fraternity. Perhaps more importantly,
he instilled in the Club’s DWD community a spirit and practice
to welcome dogs who struggled in other group class settings—
gently and safely enabling them to develop their confidence
and thereby enabling their handlers to develop their
confidence as well. He had no prejudices—everyone had “just
a dog”— and a dog with potential. He was, by nature, a
compassionate, tactful and empathic man.
Tony’s contribution to the Club is commemorated by the Tony
Turner Award for DWD Heelwork to Music—donated by the
Club’s founding DWD members in 2012 in his honour.
Top: ‘King Arthur’ Tony frocked up
for a performance with ‘Aztec’ and ‘Lacey’
Middle: An early DWD class in the Queanbeyan Pavilion—still used
as the Club’s venue for DWD (and more recently Trick Dog) classes
Bottom: Tony with his wife Irene. Our thoughts are with her.

"… there never seems to be enough time
to do the things you want to do once you find them “
Jim Croce
‘Time in a bottle’
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Why “sit” happens … continued

ActSmart Recycling
By Heather McPherson

The Club is accredited under the ACT
Government’s ActSmart business recycling
program in recognition of its waste
management initiatives.
Please ‘do the right thing’ and always use the
most appropriate bin to dispose of rubbish on
the Club grounds. Unsure? Read the posters on
the bins and around the grounds to make the
right choice.
Did you know that most drink bottles and cans
now attract a 10 cent refund under the ACT
Government’s Container Deposit Scheme? The
Club is collecting refundable containers as a
fund-raising initiative so please put any
refundable containers you use on the grounds
in the designated bin (that’s the one with the
round hole in the top) located by the Workshop
and inside the Clubhouse.
You can also drop your refundable containers
at any of the ACT Government’s Return-It
locations (see https://www.returnit.com.au/
locations/) and donate your refund to the Club
so that we can use the donated funds for
special fundraising projects (we need LOTS of
containers to meet our goals!).
Our Return-It account number is 0262957764
Keep the number in your wallet at all times!

Above: Place refundable drink containers in the bin
on the left and other ‘mixed recyclables’ in the bin
on the right (ie used coffee cups, rigid plastics,
paper, cardboard and glass)

aluminium coffee pods used in the Club shop
and kitchen.
Did you know we use compostable poo bags
at the Club, too?
Do you take
extra poo bags
from the
dispensers
around the Club
grounds so that
you have a
ready supply at
home?

And remember, in the ACT disposable coffee
cups can be placed in the mixed recycling
bin — at the Club and at home.
We also recycle all the batteries used for timing
equipment at the Club’s Agility trials and Flyball
race meets. After they are exhausted we send
them to Battery World in Phillip.

If you like the
bags and want
to use them
elsewhere
please purchase
bulk suppliers
from the PAWS
Shop.
Packs of 50 cost $6.00. This helps the Club
cover its costs.

And we collect and recycle all the used
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ACT Companion Dog Club Inc

Annual General Meeting

The Year in Review
2020-21
Consigned to the
COVID lockdown
we held the Club’s
AGM via Zoom with
members attending
from the comfort of
their own homes

Here are a few
attendees
captured on this
historic occasion

Some opted to use
audio facilities only
Let’s hope we can
meet face-to-face
again in 2022

The Club held its Annual General Meeting on Monday 23 August via video-conference facilities
following the ACT Government’s announcement of a snap COVID lockdown . We quickly
‘pivoted’ so that we could meet our Constitutional deadlines . Thirty-three members attended
with an additional ten participating via proxy in accordance with the ACT Government’s special
arrangements and four apologies. Reports tabled at the meeting are provided below. The full
financial statement for the year ended 30 June 2021 is available on request from the Club's office.

President’s Report
By Anne Robertson (Life Member)
The Club’s last Annual General Meeting was held just ten months ago, after its postponement due
to the impact of COVID-19. Planning for this year’s AGM was proceeding smoothly – and
according to our normal August timeframe – until eleven days ago when the ACT Government
announced a snap lockdown to curb the re-emergence of the virus in the community.
To use a now well-worn term, we have ‘pivoted’ due to the circumstances we find ourselves in
and this AGM is now being held via Zoom with attendance and voting to be undertaken online –
rather than face-to-face. A historic occasion for the Club albeit one I am sure all of us would
prefer not to find ourselves in.
The unsettling times we have all experienced over the past eighteen months has, of course, had
an impact on the management of the Club. We have had to regularly adjust our operations to
adapt to changing public health directions and we have faced disappointment when forced to
cancel events despite our best endeavours to plan for contingencies. This has taken its toll on all
of us.
Members of the Club’s management group – its Main Committee and Sub-Committees – have
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The year in review … continued
also faced their own personal tribulations since
the last AGM including serious family illness,
hospitalisation, surgery, long term separation
from extended family, thwarted travel plans
and the unexpected loss of beloved dogs.
Under these circumstances all members of the
Club owe a debt of gratitude to the
management group – and the Club’s
instructors – for enabling the Club to continue
to offer its training services to the local
community.

At the conclusion of the 2020 AGM, I set out
five goals for the Club’s 2020-21 Committee
and I am proud to report that these goals have
been achieved over the past ten months.
•
We have redesigned the Club’s website
(see screenshot below) and integrated
the new membership management
system with it (noting that our Treasurer
Sharon Haines has carried most of the
burden of tailoring the new system for our
needs)
•
We have reviewed the Club’s
membership model and fee structure in
conjunction with the implementation of
the membership management system
(with the outcome of that review being
an agenda item at this evening’s
meeting)
•
We have reviewed the Club’s
Constitution to ensure its alignment with
amendments to the Associations
Incorporation Act 1991 and Associations
Incorporation Regulation 1991 (with the
outcome of that review being an
agenda item at this evening’s meeting)
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•

•

We have substantially reviewed the
Club’s Strategic Plan 2018-2021 to take
the Club forward for the next three years
to 2024
We have reviewed key governance and
policy documents to ensure that they are
fit-for-purpose and support the Club’s
operations. These include (i) updating the
Club’s Rules for the first time in more than
twenty years; (ii) reviewing and extending
the Club’s work health and safety
framework; (iii) modernising the Club’s
Social media policy and guidelines and
(iv) updating the Financial policy to
ensure we meet disclosure obligations
under our insurance policies. The review
of these documents builds on the
articulation of the Club’s Training ethos
and revision of the Rules for the conduct
of elections for Committee completed
just prior to last year’s postponed AGM.

These goals have been achieved in
consultation with the Sub-Committees who
have provided input on behalf of the Club
members involved in their activities.
In addition, the Main Committee and SubCommittees have worked co-operatively to
review and update the Club’s COVID-19 Safety
Plan to keep pace with changes in public
health directions. We issued the latest edition of
the plan (Stage 5) on 14th July (only to suspend
it on 12th August with the snap lockdown). It
remains to be seen whether we will need to
revert back to our Stage 1 or 2 Plan when
lockdown eases.
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The year in review … continued
•
Submitted a grant application for $4000
As part of its oversight of the Club’s operations
and development, the Committee has also
under the Commonwealth Government’s
taken the following initiatives since last
2021 Volunteer Grants program to
October’s AGM. It has:
purchase portable voice amplifying
•
Successfully applied for a $9000 grant
equipment for instructors and access to
under the ACT Government’s Sport and
online webinars, online workshops and
Recreation program to purchase and
video on demand for instructor
install another shipping container to
development (this application is still
improve the storage of the Club’s training
pending)
•
Researched the market and purchased a
equipment.
•
Upgraded and extended the Club’s
new multifunction copier/printer/scanner
public address system to enable more
to replace the previous 10-year-old
flexible wired and wireless functionality.
device that was no longer supported by
•
Transitioned the Club’s communications
the manufacturer.
and IT infrastructure to the National
•
Substantially reviewed the Club’s Facility
Broadband Network.
hire agreement to reduce the Club’s risk
•
Researched the market and renewed the
exposure when hiring the facilities to third
Club’s insurance policies covering
parties.
volunteer workers, association liability,
public liability
Throughout the year
and property.
the Club’s Behaviour
•
Renegotiated
Training and dog
the Club’s
sports Subcontract with
Committees have
Complete Turf
taken responsibility
and
for managing and
Landscaping
developing the
to maintain the
Club’s training and
Club’s grounds
trialling activities.
(including
These Submowing and
Committees routinely
weed
report to the Main
management).
Committee at its
•
Upgraded the
monthly meetings in
Club’s CCTV
accordance with
monitoring
the Rules for SubAbove: The Committee’s project manager Rhonda
system to allow
committees codified
Cameron shows off the fruits of her labour to secure a
real-time 24/7
in 2018. The Club
new storage container for the Club through an ACT
remote viewing
could not deliver its
Government grant.
via a mobile
range of services
app.
without the support
•
Pursued discussions with the ACT
of the 35 members who voluntarily serve on
Government’s Domestic Animal Services
these sub-committees in conjunction with
regarding amendments to the Domestic
representatives from the Main Committee.
Animals Act 2000 and implications for the
Club’s membership application processes The Sub-committee and portfolio reports tabled
and how we respond to incidents of dog
at this meeting (and circulated to attendees
aggression on the grounds.
this morning via email) provide further
•
Initiated a revaluation of the Club’s assets information about the many activities and
for financial reporting and insurance
achievements of the Club from 1 July 2020 to
purposes.
30 June 2021. I encourage you to read those
•
Submitted a grant application for $12000
reports.
under the Commonwealth Government’s
Powering Communities Programme to
Of course, the Club could not function without
proactively replace the remaining metal
the contribution of its 75 volunteer instructors
halide floodlights in the Obedience and
who deliver approximately 55 classes across all
Agility Rings and Flyball Paddock with
disciplines to members each week. No-one
efficient LED panels (this application is still
should under-estimate the challenges of
pending)
coaching the human end of the leash.
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The year in review … continued
The Club’s Dogs-As-Therapy team also plays an
important role in the broader Canberra
community visiting various aged care homes to
help improve the mental, emotional, and social
wellbeing of the residents. The team’s visits
were suspended for almost a year after the
initial COVID shutdown in March 2020 and it is a
testament to the commitment of these
members that they have patiently waited to
resume their voluntary service.
None of this is possible without the individual
and collective motivation of Club members
who step up to keep the Club running in a
management, instructor or other volunteer
capacity. Some have done so every year for
more than 35 years, others have stepped up for
the first time this year. I hope that members do
not take any of this for granted if they value the
future of the Club.
On a personal level I would like to thank all the
members of the 2020-21 Committee for their
support since the last AGM. Two members –
Hilarie Kemp and Rhonda Cameron – left the
Committee in March and April respectively:
Hilarie due to health reasons and Rhonda due
to a temporary move to the mid-north coast of
NSW. Rhonda had served on the Committee
since 2014 initially taking on the role of Flyball
liaison and later adding marketing and
promotion and most recently Junior VicePresident. Hilarie joined the Committee in 2016
to take on the Secretary’s role and more
recently moved to grounds management.
Rhonda brought tremendous energy and
enthusiasm to her roles while Hilarie adopted a
lower, but equally, diligent profile in performing
her duties. In April Sophie Dunstone also
foreshadowed her intention to stand down
from the Committee at the AGM. Sophie came
onto the Committee and assumed the role of
Secretary at a very challenging time in March
2020 and I am grateful for her willingness to do
so and perform the role over the past 18
months while also juggling a very demanding
job.
I must also acknowledge the contribution of our
paid employees: Marika Mueller who manages
the office and our two junior shop assistants
Jess Charman and Amelia Wettern.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Vanessa March
Katrina Morton (Life Member)
Lesley Pothan (Life Member)
Linda Spinaze (Life Member)
Juliet Ward
Maxine Robinson

I would also like to acknowledge the
contribution of the following Sub-committee
Convenors who have supported the Main
Committee during the past year:
•
Laraine Frawley (Life Member) –
Obedience Trialling and Rally
•
Raelene Stewart – Dances With Dogs and
Trick Dog
•
Jake Blight (Life Member) – Tracking

Treasurer’s Report
By Sharon Haines
For the 2020-21 financial year, the Club made a
profit of $27,882 before depreciation and a loss
of $31,614 after depreciation compared to a
loss of $3,733 after depreciation in the previous
financial year.
Income was $63,303 or 40% higher in 2020-21
compared to the previous year. The increase in
income was mainly due to the increase in
membership income ($25,027), events income
($22,895), shop sales ($8,901) and a
government subsidy ($3,000). The Club also
received federal government subsidies for
Jobkeeper and Cash Flow Boost totalling
$23,500 from 1 July to 27 September 2020. These
subsidies were provided due to the COVID-19
pandemic which halted all the Club's training
activities and events from 18 March 2020 until
mid-July 2020. These subsidies were directed to
helping not-for profit organisations such as the
Club to stay afloat and retain staff during the
pandemic. Without the government subsidies in
2020-21 the Club would have incurred a loss of
$27,196 before depreciation.
Expenditure excluding depreciation increased
by $35,279 or 22% compared to the previous
financial year. The three top expenditures in
2020-21 excluding depreciation and

In closing I am delighted that the following
members of the 2020-21 Committee are willing
to continue to serve the Club in 2021-22:
•
Heather McPherson (Life Member)
•
Sharon Haines
•
Wendy Hathaway
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The year in review … continued
amortisation were: the Clubhouse and grounds
(37%), office wages (16%) and events (9%). This
is consistent with previous years with the
exception of 2019-20 when expenses were
reduced due to the suspension of all training as
a result or the government's COVID restrictions
from mid-March 2020.

Behaviour Training
By Anne Robertson (Convenor)
The Behaviour Training program is the Club’s
primary training program and the entry point
for most members who join the Club. Oversight
and delivery of the program is managed by the
Behaviour Training Sub-committee with
administrative support from the Club’s Office
Manager, Marika Mueller.
After the disruption to the delivery of the
Behaviour Training program in Term 2 (2020)
due to the initial COVID-19 shutdown, the Club
rolled out four terms of training classes in 202021, including Foundation classes for more than
80 new members each term and, on average,
220 returning members participating in the
higher-level classes each term. Sub-committee
member Lesley Pothan has been instrumental
in keeping track of members and assigning
them to classes each term, a task that tests the
patience of a saint.
During the year, the Club’s 43 Behaviour
Training instructors delivered approximately 34
classes each week on Wednesday mornings,
Thursday evenings and Sunday evenings, with
most taking classes each term without a break.
Some have instructed at the Club for more
than 35 years while almost a quarter have
completed their first full year of instructing in the
past challenging twelve months. The Club is
indebted to all these instructors for enabling it

to continue to deliver its core training service to
the local community during the year.
Five of the Club’s Behaviour Training instructors
– Gabby Luksza, Chris Lathbury, Izabela
Lisiecka, Laura Naffa and Lizzie Waddell –
stepped down from instructing during the year
due to changes in their personal
circumstances. All were valued members of the
Behaviour Training instructors panel and their
contribution to Foundation and Consolidation
classes, in particular, is greatly missed.
To bolster instructor numbers the Subcommittee commenced a training program in
February 2021 to develop new instructors. The
course’s theoretical and practical content and
assessment processes are based on the Animal
Care and Management competencies that
underpin the Certificate III and IV in
Companion Animal Services in the Australian
vocational education sector. The Club’s course
usually takes a minimum of nine months to
complete and we look forward to at least six
participants being ready to take classes in their
own right in early 2022. Special thanks to Subcommittee members Kerry Deans, Hilarie Kemp,
Jess McNamara-Rice, Penny Pardoe-Matthews
and Jackie Trotter for preparing and presenting
topics during the course; to Kath Hallam for
leading the development of the assessment
process for the course; and to all the instructors
who have welcomed the trainees into their
classes and helped to mentor them.
Several of the Club’s existing instructors and
trainee instructors are also undertaking
vocational studies with the Delta Institute and
Karen Pryor Academy to obtain formal wellrespected qualifications in dog behaviour and
training and the Club is pleased to provide
them with practical support for their

Below: Classes resumed after lockdown with members showing off their newly-taught tricks
(Photo: Anne Robertson)
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The year in review … continued
professional development.
In conjunction with the roll-out of the 2021
Instructors course, the Sub-committee also
continued work on the development of a
comprehensive manual for all Behaviour
Training instructors that covers the knowledge
and technical skills required to maintain the
Club’s standards for instructing. It is hoped this
will be completed in 2022, with content
progressively made available on the ‘instructors
only’ part of the new website.
As mentioned in last year’s report, the Subcommittee conducted a survey of all
Behaviour Training instructors in mid-2020 to
gather information
about their instructing
preferences,
experiences and
suggestions; use of
the Club; and
interests in
professional
development. Subcommittee member
Kerry Deans has
comprehensively
analysed the survey
responses and the
implementation of her
recommendations is a
priority for the Subcommittee in 2021-22.

new instructors. Both activities have been
particularly challenging this year. I wish to thank
fellow Behaviour Training Sub-committee’s
members – Kerry Deans, Sophie Dunstone, Kath
Hallam, Hilarie Kemp, Jess McNamara-Rice,
Penny Pardoe-Matthews, Lesley Pothan, Jackie
Trotter and Julie Whitmore – for their ongoing
support during these unsettling times.

Obedience Trialling and Rally
By Laraine Frawley (Convenor)
The Obedience and Rally Sub-committee runs
classes for those handlers who have completed
Consolidation or above in the Behaviour
Training program and who might be interested
in teaching their dogs
some finer obedience
skills and perhaps be
interested in
competing in official
Australian National
Kennel Council
(ANKC) trials in Rally
and/or Obedience
with their dogs.

Obedience and Rally
classes are run on
Wednesday mornings
and Thursday
evenings. To help our
handlers who have
come from the
Above: Cath Perry’s Shetland Sheepdog ’Bramble’
Behaviour Training
Although the Club was
practising Rally during class
program to attain
able to deliver
(Photo: Anne Robertson)
these additional skills,
Behaviour Training
a Skills class is run at
classes throughout 2020-21, COVID-19
the
Wednesday
and
Thursday
training sessions.
continued to have an impact at an
Once
handlers
and
dogs
have
mastered these
operational level. Only one person per
skills
they
are
able
to
participate
in the higher
household (with the exception of guardians
level
Obedience
and/or
Rally
classes.
and carers) has been able to attend the new
members presentation each term due to
restrictions on clubhouse capacity and limits
have also been placed on household
participation in classes for most of the year. My
thanks to Kerry Deans for co-hosting the new
members presentations each term and to
Heather McPherson and Julie Whitmore’s
Labrador Retrievers ‘Pepsey’ and ‘Bea’,
respectively, for enthusiastically demonstrating
training principles to new members.
Progress on some aspects of the Behaviour
Training program’s development has been
slower than hoped this year, with Subcommittee resources necessarily directed
towards the delivery of classes and training of

After the interruptions to training and
competing in 2020 we were hoping that 2021
would be a lot better and our handler and dog
teams would be able to participate in the
various competitions hosted by clubs in the ACT
and further afield. Training has managed to go
ahead with little interruption but competition
has had some challenges. The ACT clubs have
managed to hold some of their trials but others
were cancelled because judges from interstate
could not cross the border. I thank those local
ACT judges who held themselves in readiness to
step in at the last minute if our contracted
judges from interstate could not attend. Even
though not all trials were run, the Club’s
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The year in review … continued
competitors still managed to achieve good
results and titles at local competitions and the
few trials that they could attend in NSW.
Making sure we have six instructors each
session has been difficult. Some of our
instructors have had injuries, been in hospital or
added a new puppy to their household which
has kept them busy, so I am very grateful to all
those instructors who have fronted up to take
classes session after session. Without you we
could not run classes.
I thank everyone for their help and support in
particular the members of the Obedience and
Rally Sub-committee. Classes and trials could
not run without all those handlers who help in
the background. There are a few members I
would like to specially thank: Geoff and Patricia
Woodman and Vikki Evans who travel for over
an hour to come and take classes every week
for every session; Wendy Hathaway who is our
representative on the Main Committee and a
big support at our trials; Judith Barlow who is
the Obedience Trial Manager and looks after
our equipment (I know how hard it is to get
those judges and stewards) and Anne
Walkington who has made our trials famous
with her catering and for her help at trials and
training sessions.

Agility
By Linda Spinaze (Convenor)
Agility competition and training over the past

eight months has not been greatly affected by
COVID in comparison to most of 2020. Our
training classes have continued as per usual,
and trialling has also continued as planned but
with some limitations on the numbers of
competitors and restrictions depending on
COVID lockdowns in out-of-town areas.
Due to high numbers in classes, we have had
to run three classes on Monday and
Wednesday nights, and with off-set starting and
finishing times to avoid too many handlers in
the Agility shed. An additional Novice class has
been run on Sunday afternoons, and more
recently a special sets class has been held
during the day on Mondays or Thursdays,
depending on instructor availability. The
Masters/Excellent class continues to be a
combined class on Tuesday nights. There are
currently 93 teams in our 9 classes. Classes and
intake were managed by Naarilla Hirsch until
the beginning of 2021, and these tasks have
now been taken over by Steph Windsor and
Wendy Stewart for 2021. Thanks to all for a job
well-done.
Successful one-day trials were held in
November 2020 and February 2021, with three
evening Ribbon trials in December 2020, March
2021 and May 2021. Our two-day trials over
Easter and the June long-weekend attracted a
lot of entries from out-of-town as COVID
restrictions eased. Thanks to our trial team,
Wendy, Steph and Karen Hobson and led by
our very capable Dana Simonsen.

Competitors out in force at the Club’s Easter 2021
trial—walking the course to work our how to get their
dog from 1 to 2 to 3 …. (Photo: Anne Robertson)
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The year in review … continued
2021 has seen most of the participants in our
Agility Instructors Course meet the requirements
for graduation and they have been warmly
welcomed onto the Agility instructors panel.
Suanne Hackett, Sean Hodgman, Chris Rees,
Hilarie Kemp, Rachel McKeever, Vanessa
March, Georgia Morris, Leslie Roberts, Natasha
Sands and Wendy Stewart. Congratulations to
all, and we look forward to working with you to
progress Agility to higher levels. My thanks to
Naarilla and Amanda Delaney for running the
course, and for the course documentation that
will be very useful for next time.
Other items of interest is a possum which has
made her home in the Agility shed, and is now
in the process of being re-homed in an
adjacent tree with the assistance of our
resident wild-animal consultant, Vanessa
March. During a recent working party we
replaced our usual gym work-out with lifting
and carrying tunnel-bags in order to adjust the
weight of the over-heavy tunnel-bags. We
plan to keep the bags at a 10kg limit, and add
an extra set of bags to each tunnel for trials.

•
•

Emma Easton – our newest member who
has done a fabulous job organising
stewards for our trials
Naarilla Hirsch – resigned in January 2021

Lastly, but certainly not least, my thanks to all
our instructors who are out in the cold and wet
and heat, and who still cheerfully manage to
maintain a high-level of instruction to the
enthusiastic Agility handlers at the Club.
Also thanks to the Main Committee for
spending many dollars to keep our grounds in
good shape and for upgrading the lighting in
the Agility rings.

Flyball
By Vanessa March (Convenor)
Just as we thought Flyball racing season was
getting back to normal at the end of 2020 and
the beginning of 2021, it all suddenly started to
feel like ground hog day again with race meets
being cancelled. This year the team has
managed to attend five race meets: a
combination of X-Factor (1) and open format
(4) teams.

We have not
spent a lot of
money on
With the
equipment this
cancellation of
year. We’ve
the ActewAGL
bought new
Royal Canberra
tunnel bags,
Show
and we’ll need
announced late
to order more
last year due to
with the current
the uncertain
arrangements.
times, the
We’ve also
Belconnen
ordered a new
Obedience
tyre which we
Dog Club still
hope will be
held a comp on
more robust
their club
than the
Above: Vanessa March’s Border Collie ‘Pippa’ practising her
grounds in
current ones
turning skills on the Flyball box (Photo: Cathy Vaughan)
February.
This
which have
was
a
fantastic
continual problems with twisting out-of-shape
start to the 2021 race season, for not only the
which makes height adjustments very difficult.
returning X-Factor team with recent new team
dog ‘Erin’ coming in strong but also the
I appreciate the hard work that the Agility Subsuccessful debut of one of our trainee dogs
committee has delivered for the Club this year:
‘Charlie’ making tracks in the ring.
Kylie White and Cheyne Fischer (equipment

managers)
•
Dana Simonsen (trial manager)
•
Steph Windsor (class management and
trial secretary)
•
Wendy Stewart (intake manager and
assistant trial manager)
•
Karen Hobson (trial assistant and ribbons
manager)
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We were lucky enough to be able to hold our
Club’s MAYhem home ground racemeet this
year. It was a fantastic turn out, with our team
pooling together to run in the regular division.
The team was made up of Austin, Lochie,
Pippa, Erin and Charlie – running a best time of
18.958 seconds.
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The year in review … continued
Like 2020, we have (again) seen the 21st
Australian Flyball Championships cancelled,
after it was rescheduled to be held at Easter
2021. And along with this we have also seen
the 22nd Australian Flyball Championships that
was to be held in October 2021 postponed to
March 2022.
With the cancellation of all current racemeets
due to social restrictions, we have been very
fortunate that the Club has remained open
during the first half of 2021 and the Flyball dogs
are still able to continue to train. We are seeing
marked improvement and progression of some
of the trainee dogs and really look forward to
them joining the squad dogs in the ring in the
near future.
We have also farewelled two of our squad
dogs, Pauline Dikeman’s ‘Ky’ who has retired
from Flyball and Rhonda Cameron’s ‘Boston’
who has taken a break. We thank both the
humans and the canines for their support while
on the X-Factor team.

My thanks to the Club’s Flyball Sub-committee
members: Cathy Vaughan, Vanessa March,
Mick Fordyce and Hari Lodwick.
Let’s hope the remainder of 2021 and 2022 see
better times.

Dances With Dogs and Trick Dog
By Juliet Ward (Convenor)
It has been a rather disrupted year again. While
I write this, we find ourselves locked indoors,

unable to attend the usual events and with no
certainty about the next few months. I am so
grateful that I have many tricks to practice to
keep my bored dogs entertained while I work
from home. Trick practice is a perfect way to
take regular short breaks from the computer. I
and my dogs do several short sessions a day,
good to stimulate and exercise my dogs in a
small space. It is good for my mental health
also, especially as ‘Freda’, my Rhodesian
Ridgeback, and I start to develop some DWD
moves by putting a small number of the tricks
together to music.
Trick Dog activities continue to be very popular
with competitions filling up fast whenever they
open. Thanks to Natasha Davies working as trial
manager, the Club is ready to host our first
double Trick Dog Tests in September 2021 [since
cancelled due to the lockdown] after we had
a successful mock Trick Dog Test in May.
We started holding Trick Dog Starter classes last
year and now have developed classes and
peer support sessions for those who are
becoming more advanced. Tricks and DWD
are great activities which allow you to develop
and show off your training skills and the strong
relationship between you and your dog. With a
limit of six dogs per session and a lot of distance
between them, this activity is proving to be
beneficial to shy or more wary dogs that may
struggle in other group class environments. It is
so wonderful to watch such these handler/dog
teams develop in confidence while using Tricks
and/or Dancing to develop and cement their
bond.

Below: Holly Rieger and her statuesque Saluki ‘Zephyr’ demonstrate the Starter level
trick ‘Paw on Hand’ at the Club’s mock Trick Dog Test in May
(Photo: Photography By Susan)
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Many of the
usual events
were disrupted,
however we did
find some
opportunities to
perform and
share the fun.
Some of our
members, along
with our friends
from the
Belconnen Dog
Obedience Club
(BDOC) have
provided DWD
and Tricks
demonstrations
for the residents
at Warrigal
Queanbeyan
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Nursing Home. These were very well received
with requests to return when we can.

home third place (and a title!) with a lovely
catchy ‘Walk in the Park’ tune.

Another collaboration with BDOC was a DWD/
Trick demo on a foggy early morning at EPIC at
A Pooch Affair in June. The teams performed in
relay and had a lot of fun (even if it was VERY
cold).

It has been rather exciting to be involved in the
Trick Dog discipline since it became an ANKC
sport in 2020. And it has been so interesting
being able to contribute to the development
of classes which naturally support and promote
DWD.

In July this year, BDOC hosted a DWD/Trick Dog
Trial. The Club offered to share our space at the
Queanbeyan Showground Pavilion for the DWD
component while the Trick Dog component
was held at the BDOC grounds in freezing
weather. The trial was reduced to a single
(rather than double) trial due to the lack of
judges caught in lockdowns. The conditions did
not dampen the spirits of competitors with Club
members Natasha Davies and ‘Lucy’, Holly
Rieger and ‘Zephyr’, Marcelo Munoz and
‘Paxi’ and Nici Swan and ‘Benson’ all gaining
qualifying certificates for Starters. Terri Keough
and ‘Jasper’ attained their Starters title. The
Novice qualifiers included Juliet Ward with
‘Freda’,
Raelene
Stewart with
‘Paris’ and
‘Ted’ and
Natasha Sands
with Nebula
and ‘Pepsi’.

We look forward to furthering our knowledge
and classes in the coming year and hope to
revive our first Trick Dog Test when COVID
quietens down.

Tracking and Scent Work
By Maxine Robinson (Liaison)

The sport of Scent Work has continued to
develop in the ACT this year. The Club, in
conjunction with other local clubs, provided
venues and stewards to enable two ACT
judges—John Sam and Julie Cutts—to be
accredited by
the Australian
National
Kennel Council.
Volunteers from
the Club have
helped to run
three trials in
2021, while
keeping
The following
competitors,
day the DWD
stewards and
competition
judges safe in
was held at
these
Queanbeyan
‘pandemic’
Showground.
times.
The Pavilion
Unfortunately,
was cleaned
due to NSW
the day before
COVID
Above: Naarilla Hirsch’s Border Collie ‘Kishar’ provides a great
and it was
restrictions the
‘indication’ during an Interior Scent Work search
discovered on
Club’s initial
(Photo: Joanne Hagan Photography)
the morning of
Scent Work trial,
the competition
scheduled for
that this resulted in no power to the building.
August this year, has been postponed until late
After contacting the Council, we were
October with another trial scheduled for
“bumped up” to a larger (and better) building
November. The Scent Work Trial Committee is
by a council official. No complaints from us …
already planning to have more trials in 2022.
after the initial inconvenience of needing to
physically move everything. The Club
We celebrate the achievement of a number of
competitors fared well in the Freestyle Starters
our Club members who have already achieved
claiming 1st, 2nd and 3rd places. Natasha
their Scent Work Novice Titles (SWN): Wendy
Sands and ‘Nebula’ took out first place with a
Hathaway and ‘Izzy’, Laraine Frawley and
pirate routine. Raelene Stewart and ‘Ted’
‘Cam’, Airlie White and ‘Badja’, Amanda
gained second place with Ted’s first dance to
Delaney and ‘Paige’, Karen Hobson and ‘Jazz’
Kasey Chambers ‘Not Pretty Enough’ and the
and Jenny O’Connor and ‘Chilli’. Many others
fabulous Jill Bradfield and ‘Possum’ brought
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conducted on 15 August with a second on 5
September however both have now been
cancelled due to ACT and NSW responses to
COVID outbreaks. The workload for trials in
Tracking is substantial, as every competitor’s
track needs to be planned, laid out, mapped
and marked. The organisers appreciate all
assistance that has been given in preparation
for these events.
As liaison officer I would like to extend my
personal thanks to Wendy Hathaway, Hilarie
Kemp, Julie Cutts, John Sam, Jake Blight,
Sandra Hassett and Joanne Hagan for all their
valuable assistance during the past year. Also,
my appreciation to the many Club members
who have given advice and encouragement
as the Club continues to support and develop
these scent-based sports in the ACT.
Above: Jake Blight’s Border Collie Australian
Tracking Champion ‘Sonic’ demonstrates her
pre-eminent skills at the training day
(Photo: Joanne Hagan Photography)

are waiting for one or two more qualifications
to give them an opportunity to work towards
their Element Titles and Advanced Titles.
The Club has also been happy to provide John
Sam with access to the clubhouse to conduct
classes in Noseworks® and to support
workshops by Peta Clarke on Scent Work for
people seeking to develop their skills.
Tracking also continued this year, with
appropriate COVID plans in place to keep
everyone safe. The Tracking Sub-committee
conducted its annual introduction to tracking
seminar with a mixture of face-to-face and
Zoom infrastructure. It was great to have a lot
of people new to the sport of Tracking
interested in the seminar and attend the first
workshop at Braidwood. There was a follow up
Zoom session and two further Tracking
workshops also conducted at Braidwood.
Many dogs new to tracking have come a long
way in one season and some of our more
experienced dogs and handlers have had the
opportunity to test their skills at the advanced
level training day.
The Tracking Sub-committee and Main
Committee extend their appreciation to Dr
Sandra Hassett and the other owners of Six
Trees for allowing workshops and two trials to
be held at the property.
The first Tracking trial in 2021 was to be
The Good Companion | December 2021| Vol 33 | No 3

Dogs-As-Therapy
By Lesley Pothan (Co-ordinator)
The Club’s Dogs-As-Therapy program was
suspended in March 2020 because of COVID19. As Canberra slowly went back to normal
after the initial lockdown, our program
remained suspended due to the vulnerability of
those we visit. The program resumed in
February/March this year when aged-care
residences had processes in place to deal with
multiple visitors that were not family.
Our teams were keen to get back to their
routine visits and were overwhelmed with the
positive response by the homes and their
residents when they finally were able to visit.

Currently we visit the following aged-care
residences on a monthly basis: St Andrews in
Hughes, Fred Ward in Curtin, Jindalee and
Mountain View in Narrabundah, Carey
Gardens in Red Hill and Uniting Amala in
Gordon. With more teams we will be able to
expand this list.
Thank you to the following active members and
their dogs for volunteering their time to attend
the homes since February this year. You and
your dogs are all amazing.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Annette Martin & Libby
Beryl Sipes & Bailey
Brian and Mary Smith & Jessie
Debbie Perrin & Astra
Janet Ramsay & Donny
Jeff Kingwell & Bear*
Kath McQuarrie with Rocky & Hope
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laura Fleitas & Cooper
Linda Hall & Archie
Marie Rhodes & Ebony
Mike Lynch with Maisie & Indy
Morag Cotsell & Bess*
Neale and Margaret Prescott & Coco
Nicole Swan & Benson
Rose Ledinic & Wookie
Sandra Beaton & Peggy
Sharon Kelly & Rosie
Terri Keough & Jasper

* Sadly Bear and Bess have recently passed
away.
A special thank you to Karen Haines for her
huge contribution to the program. Karen has
retired (for now) from the program after 20
years of regularly attending homes with her
dogs. ‘Toby’, a Bearded Collie, is her latest and
sixth dog in the program. Sadly he can no
longer participate due to age-related issues.
If you are interested in joining the group to
contribute to this worthy activity and your dog
is at the Graduation level of the Behaviour
Training program, has a good calm
temperament, and enjoys meeting people
then please email the office on
contact@actcdc.org.au.

Promotions
By Heather McPherson (Co-ordinator)
The year’s report continues to reflect the
impact that COVID-19 has had on the Club’s
outreach activities and the broader

community.
In October and November the Club’s Drill team
provided demonstrations at Haig Park Paw
Parties with members from the Club’s DWD/
Trick Dog fraternity joining with colleagues from
other training clubs to show off their trick
repertoire. Dogs-As-Therapy members also
attended the October event to support its
‘pawsitivity’ mental health theme.
The Club’s annual ‘Dogs of the ACT
Companion Dog Club’ calendar took a
different slant for 2021 with each month
showcasing different Club activities. This proved
a very popular approach with Club members
and the calendar’s print run of 120 copies sold
out before the Club’s Christmas party. Special
thanks to Vanessa March and Rhonda
Cameron for co-ordinating the calendar’s
production and promotion.
The Club held a pared-back BYO Christmas
Party on Sunday 6 December. Due to the
impact of COVID-19 on the Club’s dog sports
activities no perpetual annual awards were
presented. However, we were able to
celebrate instructor ‘long service’ milestones,
acknowledge special contributions to the Club
(including the Drill Team’s public performances)
and present a small number of titles gained by
Club members despite the COVID-19
upheaval. The Club also conducted a monster
raffle with Club members and supporters
providing a wide variety of prizes to tempt
attendees.

In June the Club participated in the Pooch
Affair’s ‘Doggie day out at the
Barnyard’ at EPIC. This year’s
Below: The Club’s DAT promo in the sold-out 2021 calendar
event was held across three
smaller pavilions due to the usual
larger pavilions being used for
COVID testing purposes. The
event organisers successfully
managed COVID restrictions
limiting the number of
participants allowed in each
pavilion at any one time. Club
instructors (and their dogs)
hosted a stall to provide
information to attendees on the
various training activities offered
by the Club. The Drill Team and
Dances with Dogs and Trick Dog
members also put on a number
of demonstrations to show how
much fun you really can have
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with your dog. Or is that how much fun your
dog can have with you !? Again, these
demonstrations proved to be a real crowd
pleaser. Thank you to everyone who assisted
with the Club’s participation.
After the cancellation of the Dogs’ Day Out
event in 2020 to showcase local rescue groups
and dog charities, the Club continued to work
with Pets and Positive Ageing and ACT Pet Crisis
Support to reschedule the event in September
this year. Unfortunately at the time of writing
the 2021 event is likely to be a casualty of the
current re-emergence of COVID in the
community.

Grounds
Maintenance
By Lesley Pothan
(Co-ordinator)
The Main Committee’s
responsibility for keeping
the Club’s grounds in
good condition
throughout the year is
noteworthy. The grounds
are an important asset to
current and prospective
members. Grounds
maintenance is one of
the largest annual
expenses of the Club.
Several issues that need
to be addressed have
been identified this year.

panels – it was brought to the Committee’s
attention that several of our old wooden light
poles are not compliant and others are in a
very poor and dangerous condition. The Main
Committee has agreed to replace five of the
light poles in the Agility Ring and to install an
additional pole in the Flyball Paddock.
The main power board that controls the
floodlights has been replaced following the
burning out of the circuit and wires. Accurate
Electrical initially provided a temporary fix after
the failure of multiple lights to enable the Club
to continue operating its evening classes and
trials. The recent
installation of the new
board, switches and
wiring has brought this
component of the Club’s
lighting infrastructure up
to standard. The
updating of the power
board in the Agility shed
still needs to be updated
to allow for the safe use
of extension cords.

Above: Managing the Club’s mature trees is

Unfortunately, a number
of trees on the grounds –
mostly Eucalypts – have
died over the last year or
so. These trees were
removed urgently as they
posed a risk to members.
Stump grinding to
remove stumps is yet to
be undertaken. These
stumps pose a trip
hazard.

The upgraded irrigation
an ongoing task. This wattle in the
system is working as
Narrabundah Paddock lost a large limb
expected and has been
during lockdown (Photo: Anne Robertson) Fencing continues to be
repaired as serious
assisted by good rainfall
problems arise. There are a number of
over the past year. The watering system uses
temporary fixes in place around the perimeter
bore water pumped into the concrete tank
fencing that need a more permanent solution.
located in the Bore Paddock. Unfortunately,
the tank itself has developed leakage and is in
The parking area on the verge at the front of
urgent need of a new ‘skin’ fitted inside the
the Club is used by members attending classes.
tank. As well, there is erosion under the tank on
Currently there are large pot holes that pose a
the downside easily seen from the front. This
safety risk to members and their dogs. In the
erosion needs to be stopped by backfilling
past we have used gravel and soil to fill in the
under and around the tank and constructing a
holes. Although the area is under the
small retaining wall to stop further erosion.
management of the ACT Government there is
Discussions are continuing with our contractors,
no incentive for it to keep the verge in good
Aquaflo Irrigation, to undertake this work.
repair as it is not designated as a car park. For
the safety of our members it falls on the Club to
Following some maintenance on the floodlights
manage the problem. This has been identified
this year – including the replacement of several
as a priority work health and safety issue for the
old metal halide lights with more efficient LED
coming year.
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Social Media
By Vanessa March (Co-ordinator)
The Club’s public social media platforms,
including our website (www.actcdc.org.au)
and Facebook page (www.facebook.com/
ACTCompaniondogclub), have continued to
be well-maintained and patronised over the
past year. These platforms are integral to
keeping Club members and prospective
members informed about the Club’s activities
and services as efficiently as possible. The
Club’s Sub-committees also use a variety of
private social media channels to keep in touch
with their constituencies.
In March the Club launched its new website
(below) after a nine-month redevelopment
process. The new website showcases all of the
Club’s activities and enables prospective and
existing members to find out what each activity
is about, when classes are held, how to enrol in
classes and what is involved in competing.
There is a rolling news banner at the top of
each page, and calendar and class timetable
information for all of the Club’s activities. The
website also provides access to the Club’s key
governance and policy documents and useful
links about responsible dog ownership and
recreational opportunities in the ACT and
surrounding region. There are also additional
links to peak bodies for dog sports and dog
welfare as well as recommended online
training resources and training tips written by
Club instructors. All photos on the website
feature Club dogs and many were taken by
Club members who kindly gave permission for
their images to be used.
The launch of the website coincided with the
roll-out of the Club’s new online class booking
system for new and existing members which is
integrated with the new website.
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Our thanks to Peter and Chloe at Icarus
Industrial Design for working with us on the new
design and helping to bed it down following
the launch.
In March our Facebook page also underwent a
facelift to align it with our refreshed website.
Our Facebook page remains a popular and
effective channel for members to receive
information in a timely way. Posts have
provided advice on upcoming events and
class cancellations as well as sharing images
and achievements of our members. Our page
has 2,349 likes – and this continues to climb
monthly.
Members are reminded that our Facebook
page is publicly accessible and can be readily
accessed via the Club’s website – just click on
the ‘f’ at the top of each page.
In May this year the Committee endorsed the
Club’s Social media policy and guidelines to
provide members with information on how the
Club’s social media channels are structured
and authorised. The document also sets out
behavioural expectations regarding members’
conduct on social media.
This document is available on the website at
https://actcdc.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2021/06/Social-Media-Policy-andGuidelines-May-2021.pdf.

PAWS Shop
By Katrina Morton (Manager)
I would like to express a big ‘thank you’ to our
Club members for continuing to support the
shop during the past year. Unfortunately we
were not able to provide food and beverages
during the Club’s trials in 2020-21 due to COVID
-19 restrictions but plans are underway to
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resume this service as soon as public health
directions permit.
The suppliers of the Club’s leads, collars,
harnesses, treats and other shop stock have
again been very helpful with enabling us to
keep price rises to a minimum. If there are any
products that you would like the Club to stock,
we will do our best to source the best price, or if
you feel that there is anything that needs to be
addressed shop-wise, please let me know so
that I can take the necessary action. We have
recently been able to source new suppliers for
handmade ‘tug toys’ and various sizes of
snuffle mats which are always in demand by
Club members.
At the beginning of Term 1 this year we
welcomed our new junior shop assistant Amelia
Wettern. Amelia has taken on the role while
pursuing her school studies in science and the
humanities. Amelia’s open and friendly manner
and love of dogs has enabled her to fit in
quickly and she is enjoying helping the Club’s
members and their many and varied dogs
during Sunday morning training sessions. Jess
Charman continues to look after the shop on
Thursday evenings, juggling shifts, college and
her Junior Rugby League refereeing
commitments.
Many thanks to Office Manager, Marika
Mueller, for also making some shop stock
available to Club members during office hours
if they are unable to attend during training
sessions.
For those who do not know, I am an ACT
Justice of the Peace and am at the Club on
Wednesday mornings and some Thursday
evenings if JP services are required. You can
also leave a message for me at the Club
Office.

Clubhouse Maintenance
By Katrina Morton (Manager)
We continue to have the clubhouse, workshop,
Agility shed, shipping containers and seating
monitored for rodent activity and treated for
spiders and other hazardous pests twice a year
by Keith’s Pest Control.

Above: A display of the many training aids stocked
at the Club’s PAWS Shop.

to ensure all our maintenance needs have
been met. LEAD employs people with a
disability who, with the support of a supervisor,
visit the Club every Tuesday morning to sweep,
mop and vacuum the Clubhouse and empty
the rubbish and dog waste bins – an
unpleasant job at the best of times. Please
make their job a bit easier by always putting
your waste in the liner bag in the bin and
putting the lid securely back on the bin. The
team enjoy meeting Club members (and their
dogs) so please take the time to say ‘hi’ and
‘thanks’ if you are on the grounds when they
are working.
In September we replaced the air-conditioners
in the kitchen and instructors’ room to provide
more energy efficient heating and cooling for
instructors and shop staff.

I would also like to thank Andrew McLean
(Enhanced Plumbing and Gas), Brendon
Cotterill (BMC Electrical), Matthew Clynch
(Gutter Clean) and the cleaning team from
LEAD who have provided services to the Club

In December we discovered that the hot water
system in the kitchen had deteriorated, causing
water to leak and rot the surrounding
cupboard. Fortunately the damage was
covered by insurance and with the help of
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AusNorth Building and Construction we were
able to repair the cabinetry. My heartfelt
thanks to our regular plumber Andrew McLean
who was able to come at short notice to make
safe the plumbing when the damage was first
noticed and who also installed the
replacement how water system.

is 0262957764 – easy to remember as it is the
Club’s phone number! We have CDS bins by
the brick workshop and in the clubhouse.

Before classes resumed in Term 1 this year we
arranged for a deep clean of the Clubhouse’s
vinyl and tiled flooring as part of our routine
maintenance. We also engaged Cured
Painting to clean and seal the mural on the
workshop and scheduled external repairs and
repainting of the workshop and gazebo.
My continued thanks to Office Manager,
Marika Mueller, for keeping me informed of any
issues regarding repairs and cleaning in and
around the Clubhouse and grounds. If you
have any concerns about the maintenance of
the Club’s buildings or if you see anything that
may need attention, please see me when I am
at the Club or leave a message at the office.

ACTsmart Business Recycling
Program
By Heather McPherson (Co-ordinator)
In August 2020 the Club received its annual reaccreditation under the ACT Government’s
ActSmart Business Recycling Program (https://
www.actsmart.act.gov.au/). This is the fifth year
that the Club has satisfied the Government’s
recycling standards.
While COVID restrictions have continued to put
a dampener on some of the Club’s usual
fundraising activities this year (such as
Bunnings’ sausage sizzles), the Club redoubled
its fundraising efforts under the ACT
Government’s Container Deposit Scheme
(CDS) by purchasing receptables to
encourage members to donate their
containers to the Club. In the past twelve
months the Club has earnt just over $500 by
depositing more than 5000 containers to the
Government’s scheme. We have promoted the
Club’s CDS fundraising initiative through articles
shared on the ACT CDS social media channel,
in the Canberra Weekly and on HERCanberra
(https://hercanberra.com.au/). Members can
drop eligible containers in one of the big yellow
CDS bins with the hole in the top lid at the Club
(not to be confused with the yellow-flat-lidded
mixed recycling bin) or donate the 10c refund
to the Club when returning containers directly
through the scheme. Our CDS account number
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Security
By Heather McPherson (Co-ordinator)
SECOM Security continues to provide a
monitoring and alarm response to the Club and
once again it is pleasing to report no major
security issues this year. The CCTV monitoring
system has been upgraded to support remote
access viewing of the live CCTV footage. This
allows the Club’s security liaison team to make
an immediate decision on the response
needed in the event of an alarm activation.
As an ongoing security reminder, please ensure
the carpark driveway gates are locked when
there is no activity on the grounds. If you are
the last person to leave the carpark, remember
to shut and lock the gate – even if you expect
other people to use the Club later the same
day. If there is a car in the carpark when you
are ready to leave – and you don’t know
whether the car belongs to an instructor or
other Club official (look for the green sticker!) –
please check with the owner before you leave
to ensure that they will lock the gate. If the
owner is not an instructor or Club official you
may ask them to move their car before you
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leave to ensure the premises are secured.

Magazine
By Anne Robertson (Editor)
The Club’s Good Companion magazine
resumed its regular quarterly publishing
schedule in 2020-21 after the COVID-19
disruption in the previous year. Issues were
published in September and November 2020
and March and June 2021.

The November issue profiled the members of
the 2020-21 Committee and included all the
reports tabled at the postponed 2020 Annual
General Meeting. The March issue was
published simultaneously with the launch of the
new website and featured the website’s hero
image (Simon Pensko’s West Highlight White
Terrier ‘Ivy’) on the cover. It also recorded
details of the Club’s 2020 Christmas celebration
and scaled-down Annual Awards.
The magazine is available in full colour on the

Club’s website and 250-300 copies of each
issue are printed for distribution to Club
members across all its activities. My thanks to
members of the Main Committee, Subcommittees and other contributors for
continuing to provide reports and articles
about the Club’s activities for the Good
Companion. It is this content that helps the
magazine continue to provide a chronicle of
the life of the Club for current members and for
posterity – something it has been doing
continuously for almost 50 of the Club’s 62
years.
Thanks to the foresight of Life Member and long
-serving Club Secretary June Rowe, many early
copies of the Club’s magazine have previously
been deposited with the ACT Government’s
ACT Heritage Library. Work continues to identify
the gaps in the Library’s collection and to
upload the missing issues to the Library’s digital
collection through the national e-deposit
scheme (https://ned.gov.au/resources/
about.html) so that it holds a comprehensive
social history of the Club.

Have a comment or idea you’d like to share?
Email contact@actcdc.org.au
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Tracking Update
By Jake Blight—Convenor

SUMMER TRAINING TIPS
As the snakes start to emerge (and yes, they
are well and truly out and about) we have
come to the end of yet another COVIDaffected tracking season.
So, to start off with, some congratulations to:
•
Julie Cutts and Elliott (Long Stock German
Shepherd Dog) who passed their Test 4,
down in Victoria, early in the season
And some thanks:
•
Sandra Hassett, Jake Blight and Joanne
Hagan for running several tracking
training days for Beginners, Intermediate
and also Advanced tracking teams
•
Sandra, and her family, for the use of her
beautiful property, Six Trees, for the peer
training sessions as well as the August trial
preparation
•
Julie Cutts, Maxine Freeman-Robinson, Jo
Washington-King and Lara Sedgmen for
their help on training days and/or with
the August trial that had to be cancelled
due to lockdown
The end of Tracking season, however, does not
mean there is nothing you can do to get your
dog ready for tracking next year (and we are
all sincerely hoping that there WILL BE tracking
trials next year!!!) - whether you got far this year
or not. Here are some ideas.

scenting. Build up the complexity of the game
so your dog has to work at least for 5-10
minutes to find the toy/reward.
Scent discrimination. Teaching your dog to find
a particular scent is a extension of hide and
seek. I use pairs of rolled-up face washers that
are stored in ziplock bags with a distinctive
scent - for example my collection includes
lavender, rosemary, cologne, matches, coffee,
and various essential oils. Teach the dog to find
a cloth with one scent (eg lavender) then
teach them to find a different one (eg coffee).
Then go back to the first scent and before you
send them to look for the cloth let them sniff the
other one of the matching pair with the scent
on it. They will soon pick up the idea that the
game is to match the cloth you are holding
with the paired cloth that is hidden somewhere
in the room/house/yard. Once they are reliably
playing the game with 3 or 4 known scents you
can even introduce completely new scents so
that the first time they smell that scent is when
you let them sniff one cloth before they race
off to look for its pair. To get really advanced,
use different people as the target scent - a
good party trick! The sport if Nose (or Scent
Work is another option - this is an activity based
on the work that drug and quarantine dogs are
trained for. Look at the Club’s Scent Work

Hide and seek games. Playing hide and seek
with your dog is a great way to encourage
them to use their nose. Hide a favourite toy
around the house or yard then send them to
look for it. Make the game really easy to start
with and gradually find harder hiding spots that
will really challenge your dog. You don't need
to add a specific cue to this behaviour but you
may want to use something different to the cue
you use for searching for ground scent as this is
primarily an air scenting game.
Play scent games, any scent games. It does
not matter whether it is playing hide and seek
or searching for a toy in the house/garden.
Playing scent games and getting rewarded for
it won't do your tracking any harm and it can
build mental stamina. Just use different cues
and do it off lead or using a different harness,
as these games encourage air scenting and
when it comes to tracking we want ground
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page on the website for local trainers.
Get fit - you and the dog. Tracking well requires
your dog to be fit enough to pull on the harness
while sniffing for over a kilometre (and you
need to be able to walk three times that far
through the bush easily). Dogs that are not fit
enough will tend to 'trail' rather than track and
will only take a sniff every few steps - that will
become a bad habit and get you easily off
track. Get your dog fit to avoid this happening.
Fit dogs are also happier to work longer and
can concentrate better. Summer is a good
time to build fitness with swimming and long
walks (in the cool of the day). They also need
mental stamina so doing some obedience
training to extend their concentration span is a
good thing.
Tracking in safer areas. The many ovals and
other mown areas around Canberra provide a
reasonably safe place to train tracking over
summer. Try to work in the early mornings when
it is coolest and there is some moisture in the
air/grass. Hot and dry conditions make for
difficult tracking.
Article indication. Ideally your dog will give a
very obvious signal when it gets to an article
(usually a sock) on the track. If you have an
obsessive retriever you can probably rely on
them picking it up and you don't need to train
anything else (certain Golden Retrievers come
to mind). For most dogs however a sit or a
down will work best. These are nice and clear
to the handler and judge. Barking or bowing is
also acceptable. A stand is not a great signal
as when you are 10 metres away on the end of
the lead it is not easy to tell if your dog is
standing next to an article or standing next to a
rabbit hole or simply standing looking around,
even harder for the judge who will be 30-40

metres away to tell. Whatever indicator you
choose it is easy to train it away from tracks. I
use a clicker and a sock to teach a sit with one
foot on the sock. You don't want to use any
cue other than the presence of the sock as the
dog needs to self-imitate the behaviour. Once
my dog is reliably sitting on every sock she sees
and getting rewarded for it, it is a simple job to
add socks into tracks and reward her for sitting
on them. Teach this like other clicker games by
shaping the behaviour. Teach articles
indication - use a clicker and teach your dog
to sit or down on a sock. This game will translate
easily to indicating articles on the track and will
save you a lot of heartache later.
Things you can do without leaving the house
Train your dog to learn. It does not really matter
what you train: Obedience, Agility, Herding,
Tricks, Dancing. If you want to be able to train
Tracking, you and your dog need to know how
to communicate and that training leads to
good rewards. As a trainer you need to learn
how to control and give rewards. That sounds
deceptively simple, it is not that easy to do well
and is at the very heart of being a good dog
trainer. You need to build a structure of relative
rewards and really understand what your dog
finds rewarding. That is, the reward needs to be
relative to the effort the dog is putting in. If you
use the same reward for 10 seconds of heeling
that you do for 10 minutes of tracking, you will
have no end of trouble with tracking (and your
heeling probably won't be that good either).
Don't give good rewards for free or you will
undermine your dog’s motivation to work;
instead provide plenty of opportunities to work
for rewards.
Find out what motivates your dog. Do some
experiments to see if you are right. What is it

RESERVED PARKING
Access to the car park is RESTRICTED at the following times:
Wednesdays 9.30am—1.00pm
Thursdays 6.00pm—9.30pm
Sundays 9.00am—12.30pm
during class terms
ONLY Instructors, Committee and Sub-Committee members,
Life Members and members (and visitors) with disability parking permits
may use the car park during these times.
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Tracking update … continued
that your dog is really interested in? If you offer
a ball and roast chicken, which will they go for?
What gets them really excited? Dinner versus a
walk? How can you control those motivators?
Common motivators that are fairly easy to
control include high value food and tug or
retrieving toys. If MyDog, roast chicken and bits
of cheese make your dog willing to do
anything then you have it easy. If your dog is
not motivated enough by the usual food and
toys think about what else motivates them? Is it
getting to 'kill' and pluck the stuffing out of a
squeaky toy? Play with a water pistol? Chase a
bit of rabbit fur tied to elastic cord? Use your
imagination, your dog will let you know when
you have it right.
Once you have worked out what the best
motivators you can use are, think about how
you can get the most out of them. Usually this
means that the best toys live in the cupboard/
car and only come out for tracking. If your dog
loves chasing a ball and gets to do it 'for free'
every day, why do you think they will want to
work hard for the same thing on tracking days?
With food you can get more value out of the
same size piece of food by chopping it up into
small pieces and feeding them to the dog in

rapid succession. A chunk of cheese can either
be swallowed in one bite or reeked out into a
minute or more of one delicious morsel of
cheese after another! Your dog can earn all of
their daily calories while tracking rather than
getting a bowl full of freebies at the end of the
day.
In some cases, you will want to do your best to
remove things that your dog finds motivating
but that you can't use as a reward. For
example, if your dog loves chasing people on
bicycles, don't train near a bike path. If your
Border Collie loves herding, don't train in a
paddock full of sheep. If your dog has been
allowed to chase kangaroos or rabbits, try to
minimise the chance of coming across wildlife
while training until you have a higher value
motivator.
Tracking is the most complex thing you are
likely to ask your dog to do. To do it well they
will have to concentrate for extended periods
of time and ignore natural distractions like
rabbits - so keep your best rewards for tracking
and use them generously.
See you all next season.

HOME-BAKED HIGH-VALUE FOOD REWARDS
By Hilarie Kemp (Behaviour Training and Agility Instructor)
If your dog enjoys ‘dog roll’ treats but you don’t like
sticky fingers (and even worse, sticky pockets!) you can
solve the problem by dehydrating the treats.
•
•
•

•
•

Slice the roll and cut into pieces (not too big) as
you would usually do
Spread the pieces on baking paper on an oven
rack
Dry on low heat (eg 110 degrees C in a standard
oven) for 2-3 hours. The roll is already cooked so
you aren’t trying to cook the pieces, just remove
the moisture from them so they remain dry but a
little squishy (eg easy to chew). Drying time
depends on the texture of the roll and how moist
it is.
Remove from the oven and allow to cool.
Store them in a container in the fridge or freeze
them unless you are going to use them within a
day or so. I find it convenient to chop up a large
roll and freeze the pieces, getting them out of the
freezer and drying a tray full at a time.

Some supermarket rolls, while very cheap, have a lot of moisture in them so take longer to dry out.
Higher quality rolls, such as Prime100 (pictured), are recommended by some instructors.
Happy baking!
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Training Tips — 1

"Kindness and positivity will create a lifelong
bond between you and your dog “
Dogs Trust
https://www.dogstrust.org.uk/
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Training Tips—1 … continued

SMILE — YOU’RE ON CCTV
The Club’s buildings and grounds are under
constant video camera surveillance
to provide better security and safety for members.
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Training Tips — 2
Dog sociability is a spectrum
By Everydog Behaviour and Training ©
The blog post ’Dog sociability is a spectrum’ (on page 42) was published by Austin, Texas based
not-for-profit organisation Everyday Behaviour and Training earlier this year and it subsequently
went ‘viral’. The very talented illustrator Lili Chin helped spread the message through her
infographic reproduced below.
There are certainly rewards-based force-free strategies we can use to help ‘dog selective’ dogs
cope better in proximity to other dogs—but the expectation that every dog should be a social
butterfly is unrealistic and can compromise the dog’s welfare.
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Training Tips—2 … continued
Guys, we need to normalize “dog selective” dogs.
I’ve had so many clients recently who are upset or worried that their dog is selective. Maybe they
dislike unaltered males in their space, get upset when other dogs steal their tennis balls, can’t be
around small dogs, or have just a couple dog friends.
These dogs are NORMAL! But we see super social “Zilker Park Dogs” everywhere, and think that’s
because they’re so common.* They’re not. They’re just the ones we see—because they’re the
ones who thrive in big public park environments!
MOST of our dogs are selective and have some criteria for who they want to hang out with and
how. Just like some people want to go to Coachella, and other people prefer book club. Those
things are both ok!
If you have a selective dog, don’t worry. You are NOT alone!!
* Zilker Park is a large public recreational area in south Austin, Texas

Scent Work & Tracking
By Maxine Robinson — Liaison
Look what I found!

Dates will be put up on the Calendar on the
website (see https://actcdc.org.au/calendar/)
as they are confirmed.
Want to learn a little more about Scent Work
and Tracking? It’s all on our website at https://
actcdc.org.au/activities/scent-work/ and
https://actcdc.org.au/activities/tracking/.
Scent Work classes are available through
Canberra Nosework Training at
www.canberranosework.com/ while the Club
hosts tracking information and training days
during late autumn and winter.

Above: Juno provides a clear ‘indication’ that she
has found a scent ‘hide' during a Scent Work
session (Photo courtesy Maxine Robinson)

It’s great to be back at Scent Work again and
getting ready to trial. 2022 is shaping up to be a
busy Scent Work and Tracking season as the
Club is planning to conduct trials in both dog
sports next year.
The Club is also helping some new Scent Work
judges with their training and that will help us
run more trials in the ACT in future. Tracking will
also run a course for people to learn how to lay
tracks and steward in trials in 2022 as well as
helping people get started in tracking.
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Dogs-As-Therapy Team
By Neale Prescott
Our Dog-As-Therapy (DAT) team remain keen
to continue visiting when possible although this
last few months has been very challenging with
the restrictions brought by managing the
COVID pandemic.
Fortunately, the last month has seen positive
responses from several homes and we have
resumed visits in November and early
December.
Some sad news for Morag Cotsell: her lovely
dog ‘Bess’ died in early August. We thank Bess
for her great work and contribution to the DAT
team and over 15 years with Morag.
Following my appointment to the Club’s Main
Committee in August I have taken on the role
of Dogs-As-Therapy coordinator. Fortunately,
Lesley Pothan is around to help guide me
along. Lesley has provided remarkable support
to the DAT team over recent years and remains
on the Main Committee as Senior VicePresident and Convenor of the Behaviour
Training Sub-Committee.

contact@actcdc.org.au.
In order to be considered for the Dogs-AsTherapy program you and your dog must
satisfactorily complete Level 3 (Graduation) in
the Club’s Behaviour Training program and your
dog must be at least 18 months old. Your dog
must enjoy calmly meeting people, being
handled all over by strangers and be relaxed
and comfortable in the company of other
dogs. It must also be able to cope with novel
sounds and smells; people who may move in
unpredictable ways; and mobility aids such as
walkers, motorised scooters and wheelchairs.
All dogs are assessed for their suitability before
being accepted into the program.
Thanks to all our Dogs As Therapy team and
your trusty companions: you make a positive
contribution to our community and we look
forward to venturing out again.

So for those members less familiar with DAT,
here are some of the places we visit in the
Canberra area:
•
Carey Gardens in Red Hill
•
Fred Ward Gardens in Curtin
•
Uniting Amala in Gordon
•
Mountain View and Jindalee in
Narrabundah
•
St. Andrews in Hughes
We normally spend an hour visiting and talking
and sharing our dogs with the residents and
staff alike. The small chats and smiles are the
reward for our team.
We are looking forward to a more regular
program in 2022 and hope to have a few new
members join. If you’d like to be considered for
the DAT team and are happy to volunteer
some time then please let me know via

"Training works best when you learn together “
Dogs Trust
https://www.dogstrust.org.uk/
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Dances With Dogs
& Trick Dog
By Juliet Ward — Convenor
As we come out of lockdown, we have been
so grateful to have some tricks to keep our
dogs occupied at home. I have found that a
couple of minutes practicing a trick is a great
way to break up the day while working from
home.
Tricks challenge both dog and handler to think
outside the box which is great for mental
stimulation. It also allows dogs to exercise and
stretch their limbs even in a small space.
Want to join us?
We meet every Tuesday evening during term.
We have four training terms a year that, like the
Behaviour Training program, follow the ACT
school calendar. We accept new starters at
the beginning of Term 2 (April) and Term 4
(October).
Expressions of interest for the Trick Dog classes
can be sent to: contact@actcdc.org.au.
To join Trick Dogs, you will need to have
successfully completed the Consolidation
(Level 2) class in the Club’s Behaviour Training
program or have a similar level of training and
competency (for both dog AND handler).

Classes
Trick Dog and Dances With Dogs (DWD) classes
have resumed in the Pavilion at the
Queanbeyan Showground with instructor-led
Trick Dog classes starting at 7.00 pm and Peer
support sessions at 8.00 pm on Tuesday
evenings. The circus has come to town and
have taken over most of the showground. The
Pavilion is surrounded with colourful caravans
and tents. Freda, the Rhodesian Ridgeback,
was a bit worried that a half-inflated clown
might need some CPR.
Starters classes are led by an instructor who will
guide you through several tricks to learn and
develop. The classes are fun with plenty of
support and guidance being offered along the
way. Tricks are a great way to keep your dog
engaged and agile. Practicing tricks is also
good for building confidence in your dog and
is marvellous for keeping older dogs mentally
and physically active. With a large variety of
tricks there is something to suit many different
skills and abilities (for both the dog and the
handler).
Once you have successfully completed Starters
you will join Novice. This class is also instructor-

Freda encounters a ‘not-so-funny’ clown at the
Queanbeyan Showground—the venue for the Club’s
Trick Dog and DWD classes
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Dances With Dogs and Trick Dog … continued
led and will help you refine your skills and
introduce you to some new tricks to successfully
complete Novice. Routines can start to be
formed as you string tricks together with a
“theme” which can be very entertaining.
During the 8.00pm class (currently Novice B, but
may include more advanced Trick dogs) you
will work on refining the skills you have learnt.
This may involve practicing your solo
competition work, or for performing with a
team at various events. Of course we
encourage you to be involved with Trick Dogs
just for fun also. These later classes may, or may
not, be instructor–led. However, there will
always be an instructor available to assist you
and ensure the session runs smoothly.

and we were pretty excited to be having it on
familiar grounds. Unfortunately the power to
the Pavilion had been mysteriously cut off (we
need power for the music). The upside of this is
that the authorities “bumped” us up to the
rooms under the grandstand, which were more
than adequate and even included a timber
dance floor (below)! After the initial disruption
of having to transfer everything to the new
location, a very colourful and fun competition

You are welcome to enquire about joining the
DWD sessions anytime after you have
successfully completed Starters. The DWD team
meet at 8.00pm to practice their routines and
inspire each other. For many, dancing is a
natural progression from Trick Dogs - just string a
few tricks together and add music!
Events
We represented the Club at a Trick Dog Test
and a DWD Competition in July, hosted by the
Belconnen Dog Obedience Club (BDOC).
The Trick Dog Test was held at the BDOC
grounds where there was plenty of room to
have more than one ring competing at any
time. And a few Club entrants had successful
runs in Starters and Novice.
The following day we had the DWD
Competition at the Queanbeyan Showground.
This was the first DWD competition to be
offered in the ACT region for quite some time

followed.
Acknowledgements
My thanks go to class members and instructors
who continue to contribute to the smooth
running of DWD/Tricks:
•
Hilarie Kemp, Jill Bradfield and Holly
Rieger for instructing
•
Raelene Stewart for organising our next
event and helping with administration
•
The Sub-committee members for
continuing to promote DWD/Tricks and
for providing support, advice and
encouragement through some interesting
times.

French Bulldog ‘Paris’ poses for the camera with
a little help from Mum Raelene. Further photos
from the Trick Dog test can be seen at https://
moistnosepetphotography.com/belconnendog-obedience-club-tricks-competition-
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Flyball Feats
By Vanessa March — Convenor
Not a lot has happened in the past few months
with COVID lockdowns in place.
The last racemeet that the team attended was
the ACT State Titles back in June, which feels
like forever ago.

Austin racing back to the tug
(Photo: Liv Michele)

ACT STATE TITLES

This was our first indoor racemeet in two years
and with Pippa being the only team dog who
has competed at an indoor racemeet before.
Indoor racemeets have a very different
atmosphere (compared to the outdoor ones)
with the noise being amplified and contained,
this can be daunting to the new and
inexperienced flyball dog. The last time Austin
competed indoors, back in 2019, he found it
overwhelming and was consigned to the
sideline to do focus work for the duration of the
comp.
Fast forward to 2021 and we saw Pippa, Austin,
Erin and Charlie teamed up with Rock from
Unleashed Flyball Team to run in Open Division.
The team did an amazing job for a two-day
competition indoors, all four X-Factor dogs had
many chances to run together and proved
that they are growing into an amazing team.
We only had two fumbles that caused
wayward runbacks to handlers on the second
day. With the team coming in first place for
Open 1 division with a best time of 18.204 (and
18.814 with our own four dogs.) A fantastic
effort to all involved at this two-day
competition. Austin crushed his first full indoor
comp like a pro. Erin and Charlie stepped in to
the indoor set-up like they were born for it.
Pippa kept her ‘rent-a-handler’ Louis from
Woofers on his toes, and trainee Hari Lodwick
who handled Charlie worked well as a team
when he was in the line up to run. A big thank
you to our own Marina Kim, Vitaliy
Yermachkov, Samantha Wall and also the
Unleashed Flyball Team for their help with the
team over the weekend. Without the support
of members who are not running dogs the
team wouldn’t operate as smoothly as there is
more to a flyball team than the handlers
running dogs.
Two of our trainees stepped up to training in
the ring, Tabasco and Max. For such green
dogs it was quite an experience for them in the
alien environment they both did a great job
when they had a turn.
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Flyball feats … continued

Above: Pippa returning with the ball (Photo: Liv Michele)
Right: Charlie with hearing protection (Photo: Vanessa March)

Above: Max shows what he learned from Balanced Canine zoom sessions (Photo: Vitaliy Yermachkov)
Above right: Erin showing strength with a backup on a platform (Photo: Vanessa March)

Above: Happy birthday Pippa! During lockdown, squad dog Pippa celebrated her 6th birthday and when
she was able to, she got to meet up with some of her Flyball teammates for a belated party and dog-friendly
pup cakes (L-R) Max, Charlie, Pippa, Erin, Austin and Ember (Photo: Vanessa March)
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Flyball feats … continued
The few months following ACT State Titles was all planned out with many racemeets lined up to
enter and with the prospect of bring some of the trainee dogs into the team as reserves and to
take a leap of faith in the ring. Along with this we were looking forward to our team coast trip to
the Huskisson comp late August and the 2021 National Flyball Racemeet in October. But alas this
was not the case with Covid lockdowns putting an end to this and on the 12 th of August the ACT
went into lockdown for the next two months. This put a halt on to all our activities including training
together. This did not stop some of us trying to keep up with training at home where we could and
in many different forms.
LOCKDOWN DOGS
The dogs all reported that they enjoyed lockdown – spending so much more time around their
humans, a lot of walks were had, a lot of lounging around the house, extra treats and toys were
acquired, and many cameos on Zoom meetings. But they did miss formal training, so ensured their
humans kept up their work and attending to all their doggy needs. Home schooling was
undertaken in many forms – logging in to Balanced Canine zoom sessions on static fitness work,
teaching funny tricks, and when restrictions eased some met up for social walks.
Some of the Tricks learnt by the dogs (we set a friendly challenge to attempt new tricks) - Pippa
learnt Shy, Erin can do Nose Squish on touch plate and Shy, Max really polished his rear end
awareness skill (backing up a platform) and Nose Squish, Tabasco and Pepper can flick a Shy to
you, Ace has learnt to Beg treats from unsuspecting family members.
TRAINING PLANS FOR THE REMAINDER OF 2021
With the chances of there being no racemeets for the rest of 2021, the crew are all starting to plan
and looking forward to a fun-filled 2022 which includes our own MAYhem racemeet and two
National racemeets. We are looking forward to getting some of our trainees up and running with
the team. We all very much looking forward to getting all the dogs back into shape (as well as
ourselves) and making up for all the missed racemeets of the past two years.
2022 FLYBALL INTAKE
If you have an interest in this fantastic fast-paced team sport of Flyball, send in an application
form (found on the Club’s Flyball web page). Your dog does not need to be ball crazy but a
willingness to learn to retrieve, with a reasonably good recall are ideal foundations – Flyball, in a
nutshell, is a strategic team relay race of fetch/retrieve. Whilst we usually have intakes twice a
year, with all the disruptions to the terms we have been unable to do this formally and will be
doing an intake to have some fresh faces lined up ready to start their training for their flyball
journey for 2022. Dogs need to be at least 12 months old to start training, but for any who have an
interest with younger dogs, please still apply, we can give you tips on foundation behaviours that
will give you a good start for when your dog is old enough to commence training.

Below: Flyballers in lockdown—Tabasco, Pepper, Ace, Lacey and Darcy
(Photos supplied by Hari Lodwick, Emma Easton, Beck Fordyce and Samantha Hall)
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Obedience Trialling and Rally
By Laraine Frawley — Convenor
Classes are held on Wednesday mornings and
Thursday evenings for both Obedience and
Rally. These classes prepare handlers and their
dogs to compete in trials. Once your dog has
the required number of qualifications (usually
three at the lower levels) you can apply for
your title which means the dog gets letters after
its name. In Obedience this is
‘CCD‘ (Community Companion Dog) and in
Rally ‘RN‘ (Rally Novice)
For members in the Behaviour Training classes
who might be interested in teaching their dogs
the skills necessary to perhaps compete, there
is a Skills class on both Wednesdays and
Thursdays for any members who has
completed Consolidation (Level 2) or above
(see class times on page 66). A key difference
between Rally and Obedience is that in Rally
signs tell you what to do and you can talk to
your dog whereas in Obedience the judge tells
you what to do and—other than giving your
dog hand/voice cues—you remain silent. Look
at the information on our website at https://
actcdc.org.au/activities/rally/ and
https://actcdc.org.au/activities/obediencetrialling/ and contact the Club office on
contact@actcdc.org.au if you are interested
in joining the classes.

Above: Screenshot from new website.
(Photo: Maelyn Draper)

Results from the CDC Obedience Trial — 13 November 2021
Utility Dog Excellent – Mr Terry Griffin (NSW)
No qualifiers
Utility Dog – Ms Sue Howie (ACT)
No qualifiers

Congratulations to Club members Judith
(CDX), Karen (CD) and Simone (CCD)
for gaining their titles at the trial

Companion Dog Excellent – Mr Terry Griffin (NSW)
1st
Judith Barlow’s Brittany, Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid (‘Tae’) CD RM TK.S QND ORA ADX
JDM ADO GDX SDX SPDX JC 186/200
2nd G & C Moeser’s Associate ’Tilly’ CCD, CD 173/200
Companion Dog – Mr Jake Blight (NSW)
1st
Victor Grzeszkiewicz’ German Shepherd Dog, Uhlmsdorf Russian Roulette (‘Chips’) CCD
196/200
2nd John Gryniewicz’ Shetland Sheepdog, Rayanda Rock Pool (‘Indy’) 194/200
3rd Karen A Hore’s German Shepherd Dog (Long Stock Coat), Ch Hillmagic Platnum Nokosi
(‘Jai’) AZ CCD RA 185/200
Community Companion Dog - Mr Jake Blight (NSW)
1st
Ms S Matthews & Mr W Kelly’s Papillon, Ch Dygae Robere Le Beau (‘Robbie’) 90/100
2nd Simone Hey and Anna Quigley’s Golden Retriever, Dompetan Casanova Rollover (‘Rollo’)
RN 88/100
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Obedience trialling and rally … continued
THE DUNBAR AWARDS
The Dunbar Awards were introduced in 1973 and are
named in honour of Colonel Redvers Dunbar (1900-1985) –
an obedience and tracking judge and conformation
judge. Colonel Dunbar was an Honorary Life Member of
the Canberra Kennel Association (now Dogs ACT) and the
ACT Companion Dog Club, where he served as President
for nine years (from 1963-1972). The Awards are
administered by Dogs ACT and funded by the ACT
Companion Dog Club.

These awards are presented at Dogs ACT’s Annual General
Meeting to honour the dual achievement of dogs that have
succeeded in conformation and obedience competition.
Eligibility criteria are codified in Dogs ACT’s Regulations
(Part 8 – Obedience & Agility, section 8.14), see http://
dogsact.org.au/about-us/rules-and-regulations/ and
applicants must submit their applications by 31 July each
year.
The three levels of the awards are Bronze for dogs that
have gained their Championship and Companion Dog
(CD) title; Silver for dogs that have gained their
Championship and Open (CDX) title; and Gold for dogs
that have gained their Championship and Utility Dog (UD)
title. Samples of the awards are in the Club’s trophy cabinet
in the clubhouse.
Both of this year’s recipients are Club members.
Congratulations to:
BRONZE MEDALLION
•
Judith Barlow’s Brittany, Ch Riverreed Shez Tailermaid
(‘Tae’) CD RM TK.S QND ORA ADX
JDM ADO GDX SDX SPDX JC
SILVER MEDALLION
•
Anne Walkington’s Labrador Retriever Ch Chergari
Silent Night (‘Jinx’) CDX RM

Above (top): Lt Col Dunbar and his
Labrador Retriever ‘Dee’
Above (bottom): The Bronze Award

So, if you are involved in dog showing with your pedigreed dog—and want to maintain the Club’s
tradition of the Dunbar Awards—get involved in the Club’s Skills class to start your journey towards
glory!

Dogs ACT Annual General Meeting
Congratulations to Club members Judith Barlow and Elaine Temby
who are serving on the Dogs ACT Council for 2021-22.

It is great to have people involved in dogs sports on the Council to help guide and promote
responsible dog ownership and the conduct and expansion of dog sports including Obedience
Trialling, Rally, Agility, Dances With Dogs, Tracking , Trick Dog and Scent Work. The Club is affiliated
with Dogs ACT and this enables us to offer trials, competitions and tests in these sports for our
members and other local enthusiasts.
Want to know more about Dogs ACT? Go to http://dogsact.org.au/ or follow it on Facebook
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Agility Action
By Linda Spinaze — Convenor
As you can imagine, there is little to report in
the agility field over the last few months. All
training and trialling was stopped in mid-August
due to Covid restrictions. Unlike 2020, when we
were able to at least begin to run an instructors
course while we were in lock-down, it was not
feasible to do this again in 2021.
So we all trained at home, to a lesser or greater
degree, and were very happy to be able to
compete at CDC on Saturday 30th October. It
was a lovely trial – weather mild, a perfect
number of competitors, and despite some rusty
training techniques, enough quallies (passes) to
make everyone happy.
We now have at least a few weeks of classes to
brush up on our techniques before the
Christmas break.
We are told many times that training small-sized
dogs and big dogs need different handling in
Agility. So I was very surprised to see at our
comeback trial our Trial Manager, Dana
Simonsen, running a Corgi as well as her usual
Old English Sheepdogs. It appears that Dana
has become the owner of this lovely Corgi,
Violet, due to circumstances, and they have
quickly become a team – within a few weeks!
I have asked Dana to write a few words about
training Violet in comparison to training her big
dogs. (see next page). As Dana continues to

train Violet in the higher levels, she will be able
to explore the variety of handling techniques
that small dogs can master. For example, a
small dog can wrap a jump (ie do a 180
degree turn) faster and with less strain on their
body, than a big dog. So, at a trial, Dana may
need to cue her big dog to “slice” the jump,
and on the same course with her small dog, she
will need to remember that she wants Violet to
perform a “wrap” (ie a 180 degree turn
immediately after the jump) and to cue her
accordingly. It is these challenges that makes
Agility so interesting!
The Christmas Party and Annual Awards
celebration will be held on Sunday 12th
December. Please come and join with us to
celebrate the achievements of many
competitors during 2020 and 2021. It will be
great to catch up with everyone after two
years of minimal contact.
Before we start again next year we should have
new metal light poles in the Agility rings with
600W LED panels that should improve light
dispersal. This has been a major cost for the
Club, and we are grateful to the Main
Committee for agreeing to the proposed
upgrade.
Wishing you all a joyous holiday season from
Linda and the Agility Sub-committee

Competitors relax at the ‘comeback’ trial after lockdown (Photo: Anne Robertson)
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Agility action … continued

Above left: Looks pretty simple from the handler’s perspective —just take the tyre and onto the next jump…
Above right: the same sequence from the dog’s eye level (Photos: Anne Robertson)

Contrasting big and small dogs—Dana Simonsen’s
experience with Apollo and Violet
Apollo - Old English Sheepdog, six years old. Jumps:
600mm Apollo started Level 1 Agility just shy of two
years old. He was my first dog, and therefore my first go
at everything - Conformation, Obedience and Agility.
To him, and still to this day, Agility has always been
something fun. He didn’t know he had one leg, let
alone four legs, so he was not graceful at negotiating
jumps. At the time this was frustrating for me. I had this
big hairy fluff ball of a dog who wanted to please, but
somehow couldn’t do what I asked. I had a lot to learn
as a handler! Fast forward four years and Apollo has gained his Jumping Novice, Gamblers
Novice, and Strategic Pairs Novice titles, along with a handful of other qualifications towards even
more titles. We now train in the Excellent/Master classes, and yes, he can still be challenging.
Violet - Pembroke Welsh Corgi, two years old. Jumps:
200mm Violet joined my household in late October 2021.
I have known her since she was three months old and
she has always been willing to work. She is an incredibly
quick learner, so long as you are also quick to reward
her. After living together for two weeks I entered Violet
into the Club’s October Agility Trial, though she had no
prior formal Agility training (and I thought I was
experienced enough, ha ha). She attempted the Novice
Jumping and Novice Games courses. Told you she was a
quick learner! As Violet jumps in the smallest height
category compared to Apollo (in the highest height category) I do find that I have to keep an
eye on her while providing enough verbal and physical communication to ensure she takes the
obstacles that I indicate. Apollo taught me a lot about handling, and with Violet’s eagerness to
learn, I think we’ll make an awesome ‘little dog’ team in the ring together.
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Agility action … continued
Results from the CDC Agility, Jumping and Games Trial — 12-13 June 2021
Results achieved by Club members only
12/06/2021: Masters Agility 600 Sue Eller SCT 58.00
1st Sedgmen, L - Graebrook Dublin Rogue 49.21
12/06/2021: Masters Agility 300 Sue Eller SCT 60.00
3rd Fallon, N - Neberden Perfectionist 55.07
12/06/2021: Novice Agility 400 Sue Eller SCT 78.00
1st Sands, N - Albionshore Nebula 33.34
12/06/2021: Novice Agility 300 Sue Eller SCT 80.00
4th Pensko, S - Mojitogold Love Me Do 46.05 0 0.00
12/06/2021: Novice Agility 500 Sue Eller SCT 76.00
3rd Edwards, K - Gadhar Jasmine 31.56 0 0.00
4th Evans, V - Lokabe Rhythm II 32.27
12/06/2021: Novice Strategic Pairs 200 Sue Eller SCT
81.00
1st Pensko, S - Albiglen Nicoles Choice 47.07
1st Stewart, W - Uponatime Darcy 47.07
12/06/2021: Novice Strategic Pairs 300 Sue Eller SCT
79.00
3rd Pensko, S - Mojitogold Love Me Do 52.20
3rd Swan, N - Pawsintime My Boy Benson 52.20
4th Fallon, N – Incavale Shes Got The Booty 65.08
4th Speed, J - Toby 65.08
12/06/2021: Novice Strategic Pairs 400 Sue Eller SCT
77.00
1st Fraser, F - Tendayi Magic Pearl of Joy 45.37
1st Edwards, K - Gadhar Jasmine 45.37
2nd Sands, N - Albionshore Nebula 46.79
2nd Edwards, K - Gadhar Maverick 46.79
3rd Langshaw, L - Jagger 61.07
3rd Iglesias, D - Flatout Sweet Revenge 61.07
12/06/2021: Excellent Strategic Pairs 300 Sue Eller SCT
84.00
1st Stalker-Booth, C - Leisureview Lizzie Booth 72.21
1st Fallon, N - Neberden Perfectionist 72.21
12/06/2021: Excellent Strategic Pairs 500 Sue Eller SCT
80.00
2nd Livermore, M - Melly 68.34
2nd Xu, D - Chad 68.34
3rd Simonsen, D - N Ch Perfu Apollo 70.09
3rd Sands, N - Pepsi 70.09
12/06/2021: Masters Strategic Pairs 300 SCT 70.00
1st Stirzaker, D - Pixie 89.62
1st Israel, R - Montkhan Logans Run 89.62
12/06/2021: Masters Strategic Pairs 500 Sue Eller SCT
65.00
1st Blight, J - Kityees Sonic 45.63
1st Sedgmen, L - Graebrook Dublin Rogue 45.63
4th Fraser, F- Uwish u were my material girl 60.67
4th Barlow, J - Riverreed Shez Tailermaid 60.67
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12/06/2021: Novice Jumping 500 Murray Sharman
SCT 42.00
1st Roberts, L - Rue 21.60
2nd Edwards, K - Gadhar Jasmine 21.84
12/06/2021: Novice Jumping 300 Murray Sharman
SCT 46.00
1st Stewart, W - Uponatime Darcy 27.65
2nd Davies, N - Pendlview Adventuring Again 28.57
5th Campain, J - Waiwilta Heart of Skye 38.17
12/06/2021: Excellent Jumping 500 Murray Sharman
SCT 41.00
2nd Hodgman, S - Effi 32.81
3rd Evans, V - Lokabe Rhythm II 34.02
12/06/2021: Masters Jumping 500 Murray Sharman
SCT 40.00
5th Barlow, J - Riverreed Shez Tailermaid 32.40
12/06/2021: Masters Jumping 600 Murray Sharman
SCT 43.00
2nd Spinaze, L - Brunig 33.50
3rd Sedgmen, L - Graebrook Dublin Rogue 36.01
12/06/2021: Masters Jumping 400 Murray Sharman
SCT 44.00
2nd Iglesias, D - Flatout Sweet Revenge 33.46
12/06/2021: Jumping 300 Murray Sharman SCT 47.00
4th Fallon, N - Neberden Perfectionist 40.29
12/06/2021: Masters Jumping 200 Murray Sharman
SCT 49.00
1st Heseltine, J - Beedashie Bumblebee 41.43
12/06/2021: Masters Agility 500 Murray Sharman SCT
59.00
2nd Barlow, J - Riverreed Shez Tailermaid 45.34
12/06/2021: Excellent Agility 400 Murray Sharman
SCT 68.00
3rd Iglesias, D - Flatout Sweet Revenge 41.66
12/06/2021: Novice Agility 300 Murray Sharman SCT
77.00
3rd Stewart, W - Uponatime Darcy 38.15
4th Swan, N - Pawsintime My Boy Benson 43.10
5th Fraser, F - Tendayi Magic Pearl of Joy 47.04
12/06/2021: Novice Agility 500 Murray Sharman SCT
63.00
6th Adams, D - Ernie 41.74
13/06/2021: Novice Jumping 600 Sue Eller SCT 40.00
1st Gill, P - Beljekali Anouk 20.58
13/06/2021: Novice Jumping 500 Sue Eller SCT 38.00
2nd Edwards, K - Gadhar Jasmine 17.09
3rd Edwards, K - Outlaw Tarn 17.68
4th Roberts, L - Duszah Snowy Mountains Bean 27.01
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Results from the CDC Agility Trial … continued
13/06/2021: Novice Jumping 300 Sue Eller SCT 42.00
3rd Stewart, W - Uponatime Darcy 24.53 0 0.00
4th Davies, N - Pendleview Adventuring Again 24.55
5th Campain, J - Waiwilta Heart of Skye 29.41

13/06/2021: Excellent Snooker 500 Jill Kaldor SCT
63.00
3rd Brown, B - Oliver Brown 36.95 18 45.00
4th Sands, N - Pepsi 50.03 18 45.00

13/06/2021: Excellent Jumping 300 Sue Eller SCT
44.00
3rd Pensko, S - Mojitogold Love Me Do 39.43
4th Swan, N - Pawsintime My Boy Benson 43.00

13/06/2021: Novice Snooker 500 Jill Kaldor SCT 60.00
2nd Evans, V - Lokabe Rhythm II 46.51 21 48.00
3rd Hodgman, S - Effi 43.01 20 47.00
6th Adams, D - Ernie 50.33 14 41.00

13/06/2021: Excellent Jumping 400 Sue Eller SCT
42.00
1st Fraser, F - Tendayi Magic Pearl of Joy 33.56

13/06/2021: Novice Snooker 400 Jill Kaldor SCT 61.00
2nd Iglesias, D - Flatout Sweet Revenge 35.11 18
45.00
3rd Sands, N - Albionshore Nebula 35.60 15 42.00

13/06/2021: Masters Jumping 600 Sue Eller SCT 52.00
2nd Sedgmen, L - Graebrook Dublin Rogue 44.88
13/06/2021: Masters Agility 600 Sue Eller SCT 69.00
1st Sedgmen, L - Graebrook Dublin Rogue 49.70
2nd Spinaze, L - Brunig 50.09
13/06/2021: Excellent Agility 400 Sue Eller SCT 76.00
1st Fraser, F -Tendayi Magic Pearl of Joy 52.65
13/06/2021: Novice Agility 600 Sue Eller SCT 74.00
1st Simonsen, D - N Ch Perfu Apollo 40.38
13/06/2021: Novice Agility 500 Sue Eller SCT 70.00
3rd Edwards, K - Gadhar Jasmine 32.39
4th Evans, V - Lokabe Rhythm II 35.20
6th Roberts, L - Duszah Snowy Mountains Bean 42.74
13/06/2021: Masters Snooker 500 Jill Kaldor SCT
68.00
3rd Barlow, J - Riverreed Shez Tailermaid 43.28 20
47.00
13/06/2021: Masters Snooker 600 Jill Kaldor SCT
69.00
1st Sedgmen, L - Graebrook Dublin Rogue 48.80 20
47.00
13/06/2021: Excellent Snooker 400 Jill Kaldor SCT
64.00
2nd Fraser, F - Tendayi Magic Pearl of Joy 40.64 17
44.00

13/06/2021: Novice Snooker 300 Jill Kaldor SCT 62.00
2nd Stewart, W - Uponatime Darcy 42.27 15 42.00
6th Campain, J - Waiwilta Heart of Skye 44.70 13
40.00
13/06/2021: Novice Jumping 500 Jill Kaldor SCT
38.00
1st Edwards, K - Gadhar Jasmine 17.46
13/06/2021: Event 25b Excellent Jumping 500 Jill
Kaldor SCT 43.00
2nd Langshaw, L - Jagger 21.30
4th Hodgman, S - Effi 33.29
13/06/2021: Excellent Jumping 300 Jill Kaldor SCT
45.00
1st Pensko, S - Mojitogold Love Me Do 32.38
13/06/2021: Masters Jumping 500 Jill Kaldor SCT
51.00
2nd Collins, G - Illoura Jet 32.70
6th Barlow, J - Riverreed Shez Tailermaid 37.84
13/06/2021: Masters Jumping 400 Jill Kaldor SCT
53.00
3rd Iglesias, D - Flatout Sweet Revenge 43.08
13/06/2021: Masters Jumping 600 Jill Kaldor SCT
52.00
2nd Sedgmen, L - Graebrook Dublin Rogue 44.88

Results from the CDC Agility, Jumping and Games Trial — 30 October 2021
Results achieved by Club members only
Master Jumping Judge: Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT:
300: 43sec | 400: 42sec | 600: 42sec
3rd Alamoana To Sir With Love 40.67sec Kylie Brown
(300)
1st Ch Tendayi Magic Pearl of Joy 36.94sec Fiona
Fraser (400)
1st Brunig 30.51sec Linda Spinaze (600)
Excellent Jumping Judge: Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT:
47sec
1st Uponatime Darcy 29.22sec Wendy Stewart (300)
2nd Pawsintime My Boy Benson 32.33sec Nicola Swan
(300)
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1st Jagger 21.66sec Lucy Langshaw (500)
Novice Jumping Judge: Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT:
37sec
1st Duszah Snowy Mountains Bean 22.93sec Leslie
Roberts (500)
Novice Snooker Judge: Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT:
63sec
1st Uponatime Darcy 51pts 37.52sec Wendy Stewart
(300)
2nd Koobalies Gertie 51pts 52.14sec Rebecca
Jeffcoat (300)
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Results from the CDC Agility Trial … continued
1st Koobalies Ernest 43pts 57.32sec Rebecca
Jeffcoat (400)
1st Ch Dykinta Twist of Light 44pts 35.60sec Rachel
McKeever (500)
Excellent Snooker Judge: Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT:
67sec
2nd Luna 47pts 37.30sec Kylie White (300)
3rd Neberden Perfectionist 47pts 40.37sec Nicole
Fallon (300)
4th Mojitogold Love Me Do 47pts 44.03sec Simone
Pensko (300)
1st Ch Tendayi Magic Pearl of Joy 47pts 32.20sec
Fiona Fraser (400)
1st Oliver Brown 47pts 28.53sec Barbara Brown (500)
2nd Lokabe Rhythm II 47pts 33.61sec Vikki Evans (500)
Master Snooker Judge: Helen Mosslar (ACT) SCT:
58sec
1st Brunig 48pts 49.55sec Linda Spinaze (600)
2nd Alamoana To Sir With Love 48pts 56.66sec
Poodle (300)

Novice Agility Judge: Pam Hunt (ACT) SCT: 500:
66sec | 300: 68sec
1st Gadhar Maverick 27.86sec Karen Edwards (500)
2nd Rue 32.89sec Leslie Roberts (500)
1st Pawsintime My Boy Benson 40.46sec Nicola Swan
(300)
2nd Luna 40.85sec Kylie White (300)
3rd Koobalies Gertie 57.67sec Rebecca Jeffcoat
(300)
Excellent Agility Judge: Pam Hunt (ACT) SCT: 300:
65sec | 500: 63sec
1st Uponatime Darcy 48.92sec Wendy Stewart (300)
2nd Mojitogold Love Me Do 56.73sec Simone Pensko
(300)
1st Pippa 47.17sec Vanessa March (500)
Master Agility Judge: Pam Hunt (ACT) SCT: 500:
62sec | 300: 65sec
1st Charalandra Loose As Diamonds 58.22sec Lara
Sedgmen (500)
1st 312 Alamoana To Sir With Love 60.62sec Kylie
Brown (300)

What is a ‘sociable dog? By Bone Canis (https://bonecanis.com/)
A sociable dog is not one that will simply play with every dog they see; it is a dog that can be in
the presence of other dogs in a calm way. A sociable dog is not always a ‘friendly’ dog either, it is
one that chooses to not react when around other dogs, so long as the other dogs leave them
alone.
Play is important of course, but more important is having a dog that is able to ‘just be around’
other dogs in a calm way, as some dogs are over-enthusiastic and some are reactive if other
dogs rush-up.
We definitely should never ‘let them get on with it’. Just think about that; should we let a Great
Dane rush up to play with a Chihuahua? Of course not, one overly-friendly paw from the Dane
onto the Chihuahua’s back, and it’s likely to be game-over for the little fella.

So, in order to get a sociable dog, we may need to manage the environment for them to help
them succeed in being calm around dogs in general; take time to allow them all to settle and
relax, and don’t allow any non-consensual play or high-energy games to start with (and only then
with dogs of a similar character).
More often than not, it’s the initial meeting that sparks confrontation, so watch the dog’s body
language and manage them for their best possible outing.
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Term Two (2021) Results
Note: Please notify the Office if you have been promoted and your name does not appear below so
that we can acknowledge your success in the next issue.
Results are based on available documentation.

FOUNDATION TO CONSOLIDATION
Alan Barber & Lexi
Alannah Hatherley & Hugo
Alistair Grinbergs & Pip
Allen Liu & Jet
Andre Thom & Maali
Annaka Dykstra & Zoe
Annette Neuendorf & Steve Kavanagh & Coco
Annette Neuendorf & Steve Kavanagh & Sadie
Belinda Carman & Luke de Jong & Yuki
Belinda MacKenzie & Gus
Ben Wilson & Luna
Bernardo Camejo & Remy
Brian Stonebridge & Millie
Brianna Keyes & Moseley
Chrissie Jenkins & Murphy
Clive Tarver & Murphy
David Versace & Burger
Deborah Verco & Rocket
Divya Cristaudo & Aria
Donna Fraser & Halley
Emily Elliott & Alan
Emma Cooney & Winnie
Emma Wotzko & Nala
Freda Grinham & George
Gabrielle Davy & Otis
Gavin & Stephanie Ryan & Thor
Gavin Ryan & Stephanie Ryan & Loki
Jacinta Frater & Nugget
Jane Astbury & Rocky
Jen Geyer & Alfie
Jess Sloane & Lou
Jessica Strain & Archie
Judith Barlow & Kye
Julia Duff & Piper
Julianne Vera & Rodulfo Ocanada & Cloud
Julie Young & Luna
Kate Stanley & Willow
Katharine Bassett & Huxley
Kerrie Aust & Maddie
Kiandra Alston & Olive
Kim Garrett & Benedict
Kynan Gowland & Chloe Gowland & Bonnie
Laura Blunt & Gosling
Lauren Herbert & Murphy
Leonie Hunt & Rupert
Linda Watterson & Skye
Lisa Bellicanta & Alby
Louise Gainsford & Oliver
Luanne Stapleton & Alfie
Luke Morrish & Hudson
Mark Lefebvre & Socks
Mary McDonald & Marco
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MaryEllen Miller & Pippa
Melinda Evans & Indy
Michael Carr & Jhana
Michelle McGirr & Xena
Michelle Orkin & Pepe
Monish Gunalan & Goofy
Muazzam Ali & Amy Paltridge & Frankie
Penelope Ovington & Paddles
Peter Connolly & Milo
Pip Spence & Buffy
Rachel Milne & Mabel
Samantha Neal & Teddy
Shannon Ord & Kuya
Simon Williams & Gem
Steve Smith & Tilly
Sybilla Grady & Amy Kilpatrick & Sadie
Timothy Easdale & Leo
Yvette O'Keefe & Mungo
CONSOLIDATION TO GRADUATION

Alex Rousak & Teddy
Alice Sisley & Gerties
Andrea Thom & Cleo
Angelique Gross & Hanna
Barbara Gough & Charlie
Barry Feldtmann & Millie
Belinda Fry & Ollie
Bill Woodruff & Millsy
Cara-lee Rake & Henry
Catherine Rowe & Georgie
Christine Byrne & Molly
Connie Lou Davies & Brave Dog
David Robertson & Indy
Elizabeth Harding & Gryff
Emily Defina & Lily
Frances Jomantas & Ziggy
Georgia Lyons & Blue
Glenn Condie & Lorelei
Graham Dudley & Magpie
Hannah Stares & Albus
Jacqueline Paul & Delphy
Jennifer Bulling & Paddy
Jessica Wagg & Levi
Kathy Le Mesurier & Frankie Jo
Kelly Woolerton & Todd Russell & Frankie
Linda Norden & Sydney
Lucy Mineham & Winston
Margaret Harrison-Smith & Poppy
Melinda Kingston & Luna
Norma Davie & Zane
Outi Brennan & Mymble
Pam Lafferty & Matilda
Rachel Poels & Columbus
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Term 2 results … continued
Rosanna Cox & Calypso
Ruth Vosseler & Mirri
Sarah Galea & Happy
Sarah Shepherd & Bella
Scott Howlett & Strudel
Susan Carder & Jedda
Tim Num & Jett
To Uyen Au & Snowy
GRADUATION TO COMPANION
Adam Leeson & Natalie Taffs & Leo
Alexandra Knight & Pippa
Andrew Brodie & Chilli
Anne Woods & Milo
Annette Neuendorf & Teddy
Ashlea Kinnane & Jericho
Caitlin Malone & Ted
Chris De Luis & Lani
Danny Suchomel & Lucy
David/Scarlet Paull & Pepe
Ella Muller & Luna
Genevieve Wright & Jessie
Hannah Feldman & Cherie Wilkinson & Umi
Jacqui Millard & Claire Severs & Tilly
Jaimie MacKenzie & Bonnie
Jane Lawrence & Molly Rose
Janet Mathewson & Cooper
Janine Fabre & Kobe
Jen Eddy & Zoe
Judith Lind & Hugo
Julia Dunstan & Spuddy
Kath McQuarrie & Ash
Kay Hick & Rocky

Kylie Davies & Bron
Kylie Davies & Ren
Laura McElhinney & Tom Whyte & Beans
Martyn Murdoch & Jet
Neil & Cathryn Walker & Angus
Phillip Jones & Cosmo
Rachel Slayter & Taku
Rebecca Nadenbousch & Freddie
Samantha Wall & Darcy
Sara Johnson & Ollie
Steve O'Kelly & Billie
Tammy Norwood & Milo
Tara McLaughlin & Missy Blue
Victoria Dortkamp & Conrad
COMPANION I TO COMPANION II
Christina Erwin & Hilda
Christina Refshauge & Bentley
Emily Defina & Toby
Emmy Yager & Clancy
Jenelle Kenner & Reggie
Jill Howlett & Archie
Kate Millhouse & Scout
Kirsten Peterson & Buddy
Lauren Duffy & Fly
Linda Hall & Archie
Maria Rhodes & Ebony
Correction: We accidently promoted Hari Lodwick
and Tabasco to Companion II in the last issue of the
magazine. Tabasco wishes to advise he is still to
secure that honour!

TGC ADVERTISING
Would you like to advertise in the Club’s magazine ? We distribute
about 350 printed copies of the magazine to members four times a
year and you can access all issues on our website - it’s a great way
to get your name out there. Advertising for the next issue is due by
15 February. Current advertising rates are:
Page Size

Width

Length

Single
(1 issue)

Yearly
(4 issues)

Full Page

170 mm

270 mm

$60.00

$225.00

1/2 Page

170 mm

130 mm

$35.00

$125.00

1/4 Page

80 mm

130 mm

$20.00

No Yearly rate

Email contact@actcdc.org.au if you would like to advertise.
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Committee Notes
The Club’s Main Committee meets on the last Tuesday of every month (except December).
Copies of committee minutes are available on request from the club’s Secretary.
Some of the matters discussed at recent meetings are noted below. ©
29 June 2021
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

We considered a draft proposal for
presentation to the Annual General
Meeting to increase the Club’s fees to
enable major maintenance work to be
undertaken while managing the Club’s
cash reserves. The proposal included
transitioning from an activity-based to
flat fee structure. We agreed to submit
the proposal to Sub-committees for
comment prior to finalisation for the
AGM.
We initiated a review of the Club’s
Facilities Hire Agreement to minimise
potential risks to the Club through third
party use.
We pursued the
revision of the Club’s
Strategic
Management Plan for
the period 2021-24.
We agreed to
changes to the Club’s
Financial Policy and
Work Health and
Safety Risk
Management Process
to incorporate matters
pertaining to our
insurance cover.
We agreed to changes to the range of
clothing offered to Club instructors.
We noted that the Club had received
over $500 in income through the
Container Deposit Scheme in 2020-21.
We noted the completion of the formal
valuation of the Club’s furniture and
training equipment for financial reporting
and insurance purposes.
We noted a 27% increase in income and
a 16% increase in expenditure
compared with the same period last
year. The Club recorded a profit before
depreciation of $12,149 compared with
a loss of $2,785 last year. The difference
in the amounts of income and expenses
between 2020 and 2021 are due to the
cancellation of sporting events and the
deferral of Term 2 Behaviour Training
classes in mid-March 2020 due to
government restrictions.
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•

•
•
•

We agreed to submit an Expression of
Interest for the 2021 Commonwealth
Government’s Powering Communities
grant program to replace the Club’s
ageing metal halide floodlights with
more efficient LED light panels.
We noted that the Club’s 80+ Term 3
Behaviour Training class places booked
out within 48 hours of opening.
We noted the outcomes of the
Obedience and Rally Trials conducted
at the Club.
We agreed to purchase additional
ribbons to the value of $1084 for
presentation at Agility Trials and $477 for
presentation at Scent Work and Tracking
Trials.
•
We agreed for an
inaugural Trick Dog Test to
be held on the Club grounds
on 19 September 2021.
•
We noted that Juliet
Ward had assumed
responsibilities as Convenor
of the DWD/Trick Dog SubCommittee and
acknowledged Raelene
Stewart’s invaluable
contribution to this role in
recent years.

27 July 2021
•

•

•

We noted that draft changes to the
Club’s Constitution had been circulated
to Sub-committees for comment and
that we were now in a position to
propose a Special Resolution to the AGM
to align it with the ACT Government’s
legislation and regulations and to
improve the Club’s administrative
procedures.
We noted comments received from Subcommittees on the proposed changes to
the Club’s fee structure and undertook
to make further changes to enable a
motion to be put to the AGM.
We noted a 40% increase in the income
and a 22% increase in expenditure
compared with the same period last
year. The Club recorded a profit before
depreciation of $27,882 compared with
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Committee Notes … continued
•

•

•
•

•

a loss of $142 last year.
We noted the completion of the formal
valuation of the Club’s building
infrastructure (clubhouse, workshop,
shipping containers, Agility Shed, bitumen
carpark, fencing and floodlights) for
financial reporting and insurance
purposes.
We noted sold-out bookings for Term 3
Foundation Behaviour Training classes
and the anticipated return of almost 250
members to higher classes.
We discussed options for providing power
to the Agility Rings during the conduct of
games events at trials.
We noted the success of members of the
Club’s DWD and Trick Dog fraternity at
competitions and tests hosted by the
Belconnen Dog Obedience Club.
We noted with regret the cancellation of
the Scent Work and Tracking trials
scheduled for August due to the evolving
COVID situation.

23 August 2021—Annual General Meeting
•

See the reports tabled at the meeting on
pages 19-35.

•

•

•
•

28 September 2021
•

31 August 2021
•

•
•

•

•

We welcomed three new Committee
members: Penny Pardoe-Matthews,
Barbara Gough and Neale Prescott
following the Annual General Meeting.
Penny and Barbara are both instructors
and Neale is a member of the Club’s Drill
Team and Dogs-As-Therapy group.
We assigned roles for all Committee
members (see details on page 8).
We endorsed the membership of the
Club’s 2021-22 Sub-Committees following
recommendations from Sub-Committee
convenors (see details on page 8).
We noted that we had submitted
documentation regarding amendments
to the Club’s Constitution to Dogs ACT for
approval (as per our obligations under
Dogs ACT’s Regulations – Part 2:
Affiliation). Amendments will not come
into effect until approval by both Dogs
ACT’s Council and the ACT Government
(in accordance with the Club’s
obligations as an incorporated
association).
We noted proposed amendments to the
website to reflect the outcomes of the
AGM, including information about
membership fees (see https://
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actcdc.org.au/membership/).
We noted with regret the cancellation of
the Dogs Day Afternoon (with Pets &
Positive Ageing and ACT Pet Crisis
Support) scheduled for 12 September
due to the extension of the COVID-19
lockdown. It is hoped to conduct the
event in 2022.
We discuss the impact of the ACT
Government’s COVID-19 lockdown on
the Club’s operations – including possible
government support for the Club and its
employees. The Club’s Stage 5 COVID-19
Safety Plan has been suspended during
lockdown and the Q&A’s on the Club’s
COVID-19 arrangements have been
updated.
We agreed to start planning the
production of the ‘Dogs of ACT CDC
calendar’ for 2022.
We approved expenditure of $552
(excluding shipping) for the purchase of
additional tunnel bags for Agility.

•

•

•

•

We noted the ACT Government’s
announcement on 27 September about
the COVID-19 Pathway Forward (https://
www.covid19.act.gov.au/act-status-andresponse/the-acts-pathway-forward) and
undertook to update the Club’s COVID19 Safety Plan (Stage 6) to enable the
resumption of Club activities consistent
with the Government’s directions and
advice.
We noted with great sadness the passing
of Tony Turner (see page 17).
We noted that the Treasurer Sharon
Haines had submitted an application for
a COVID-19 Business Support Grant due
to the impact of the lockdown on the
Club’s turnover. There was a 60%
decrease in the Club’s income and no
change in expenditure compared to the
same period last year. The Club also
recorded a loss before depreciation of
$16,557 compared with a profit of $59 for
the same time last year.
We approved the Club’s Strategic Plan
2021-24 that will guide the Club’s
Committee and Sub-Committees for the
next three years. Apart from its
importance to the Club as a unifying and
guiding document, the Plan is also
relevant to the Club when applying for
grant funding as it helps demonstrate our
governance arrangements.
We noted correspondence from Dogs
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Committee Notes … continued

•

•

•
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

ACT approving the Club’s amended
Constitution (as part of the conditions of
the Club’s affiliation with Dogs ACT).
We noted correspondence to Access
Canberra seeking approval of the Club’s
amended Constitution (as part of the
requirements of the Club as an
incorporated association). Note: Access
Canberra has since approved the
amended Constitution and it is now
available on the Club’s website, see
https://actcdc.org.au/wp-content/
uploads/2021/10/CDC-constitutionapproved-23-August-2021.pdf.
We noted the submission of a grant
application to the Commonwealth
Government’s Powering Communities
Program to upgrade the Club’s lighting
infrastructure.
We noted that the ACT Government had
provided a rebate of $1,100 to the Club
for its non-potable water use.
We approved a quote for repainting the
exterior of the Clubhouse. Quotes for
repainting the Workshop and Gazebo
have previously been approved.
We noted that the Club has a new
Australian Business Number (ABN).
We proposed further minor changes to
the Club’s draft Facilities Hire Agreement
and Casual Visitor Application Form.
We noted that the Club’s suite of paperbased membership application and
renewal forms have been updated to
ensure consistency with their online
equivalents in the Club’s new
membership management system
DogBizPro. Updates include declarations
relating to ACT and NSW companion/
domestic animal legislation and explicit
agreement to the Club’s Rules.
We noted out-of-session approvals since
the August meeting including a quote to
grind tree stumps; Scent Work trial dates
for 2022; and the addition of two
members to the Dances With Dogs/Trick
Dog Sub-committee (Cherie Wilkinson
and Tara McLaughlin).
We noted advice from Dogs ACT about a
Facebook defamation ruling by the High
Court that potentially places greater
responsibilities on organisations to monitor
and manage comments made by
Facebook users on organisational social
media channels.
We considered the Club’s draft business
calendar for 2022 (including training term
start and end dates, local and regional
trial dates, public holidays, Committee
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•

•

and AGM meeting dates).
We noted progress on the roll-out of the
2021 Behaviour Training Instructors
Course, with seven candidates currently
undertaking the practical component of
the course.
We discussed preliminary plans for the
End-of-Year/Xmas party scheduled for
Sunday 12 December including the
presentation of Annual Awards (noting
that no perpetual awards were
presented in 2020 due to the impact of
COVID-19 and that the 2020 and 2021
years were to be combined). Further
consultation will be undertaken with Subcommittees to finalise plans.

26 October 2021
•

•

•

•

•

•

We noted the test & tag of Club
electrical equipment and that this work is
part of a list of work health and safety
activities to be addressed which were
identified in the annual safety audit
conducted just prior to lockdown.
We noted the work that Heather
McPherson is doing to ensure the Club
trailer is road-worthy and ready for any
working bees.
We noted the work that the Treasurer
Sharon Haines continues to undertake
around grant applications and thanked
Sharon for her efforts as the Club was
successful in obtaining a $40,000 COVID19 Business Support Grant from the ACT
Government that will help offset the
losses to the Club’s income due to
lockdown. We noted there was a 79%
decrease in income and a 24% decrease
in expenditure compared with the same
period last year. The Club recorded a loss
before depreciation of $19,362
compared with a profit of $15,641 last
year. Term 3 participants whose training
was disrupted will be carried over to Term
4 and no new bookings (and therefore
income) will be taken until Term 1 2022.
We noted correspondence from the ACT
Government informing us that the
amended Club Constitution had been
approved, bringing the Club’s
governance up to date.
We noted out-of-session approval of
changes to the Club’s Financial Policy
consequent to the approval of the Club’s
amended Constitution by Access
Canberra.
We noted out-of-session approval of the
Club’s latest COVID-19 Safety Plan (Stage
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•
•

•

•

•

6) – with thanks to Lesley for her ongoing
co-ordination – and related Q&A on Club
arrangements. We noted that the ACT
Government has mandated
vaccinations in certain high-risk settings
and that we would continue to monitor
the Government’s public health
directions and adjust the Club’s Plan if
required. We noted that the ACT
Government encourages vaccination if
eligible. Processes have been put in
place for members to use the Check-in
CBR app when classes and other
activities resume.
We noted the change in Club Office
hours, now open to the public from 12pm
to 2pm Tuesday - Friday.
We noted the removal of a damaged
limb to a mature tree in the Narrabundah
Paddock and stump grinding or
previously removed trees.
We consulted with Sub-committees
about the presentation of the Club
perpetual awards which for this year will
be based on combined achievements
over 2 years from 1 November 2019 to 31
October 2021. This year will include an
Achievement Award trophy and an
Encouragement Award trophy for the
new sport of Trick Dog.
We endorsed Jess Strain, one of the
Club’s Behaviour Training instructors, as a
qualified external trainer that we
recommend to other parties seeking one
on one support and as one of the Club’s
instructors who can do Club-based
consults with members. Jess recently
attained Dog Trainer Professional
qualifications with the Karen Pryor
Academy. Congratulations Jess.
We noted the website maintenance and
















enhancement activities for October
included:
Updated version of Constitution (see
Resources)
Added additional links to the Frequently
Asked Questions about membership (see
Membership, Resources and Home) – to
provide greater visibility with the aim of
reducing common email and phone
queries
Added a new Training Tips article ‘Know
better, do better’ containing the list of
resources previously included in the Q&A
on COVID-19 arrangements document.
The article includes embedded hyperlinks
to help members access the resources
(see Resources)
Added additional recommended
YouTube channels (see Resources >
Other Useful Links)
Updated Sub-Committee details (see
About Us)
Updated the vaccination age for
puppies starting Behaviour Training
classes from 12 to 16 weeks based on
Australian Veterinary Association
guidelines (see Behaviour Training)
Updated the COVID-19 Safety Plan and
Q&A on COVID-19 arrangements (see
Resources)
Updated the rolling news banner to
advise members about the resumption of
training activities and suspension of new
bookings until mid-January 2022
Updated ‘What’s coming up’ events (see
Home)
Changed details of public office hours
(footer on all pages and on Contact)

Thanks to all Club members who bank
with Beyond Bank and who have
nominated the Club to receive an
annual ‘community bonus payment’.
This year Beyond Bank has donated
$1,221.56 to our Club. This will help us deliver and maintain the
Club’s dog training services and facilities for members. The
more the Club’s Beyond Bank members save in their
Community Reward Accounts, the more Beyond Bank will
donate to the Club through its annual reward program.
Open an account today, nominate the Club as your recipient
organisation, keep saving and it’s a ‘win - win’ for you and the Club. Want to know more?
Go to www.beyondbank.com.au/reward.
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Club Activities
BASIC BEHAVIOUR TRAINING
The Club offers four levels of Behaviour Training
classes for all breeds and ages of dogs to learn
how to behave appropriately at home and in
the community. These classes will help you
understand how your dog learns and will teach
you how to train your dog to be a good
companion. The focus is on teaching practical
life skills such as learning to relax, walking on
lead without pulling; to come when called; to
sit and lie down on cue; to wait politely at
doors and gates; to calmly meet people; and
to socialize appropriately with dogs and
people. Classes are aligned with school terms
and bookings open about five weeks before
the start of each term. Dates for the next
course can be found in the Calendar on the
website.

DOGS-AS-THERAPY
Members and their dogs visit nursing homes
and schools to provide pet therapy for residents
and students. If you have a dog that is people
and dog friendly and isn’t fazed by noise and
movement this activity might be for you.

COMPETITIVE DOG SPORTS AT THE CLUB
Obedience Trialling – Obedience Trials
(competitions) aim to demonstrate a high
degree of handler-dog team work and
precision over a range of exercises at different
levels of skill. Exercises include heelwork,
retrieving, scent work, taking directions a
distance and stays. In most cases, dogs must
have passed the Consolidation level of
Behaviour Training (Level 2) to be admitted to
the entry-level Skills class.

Rally – Rally is an obedience competition that
requires the handler and dog team to
negotiate a course in the heel position and to
perform various manoeuvres such as sits,
downs, stands, stays and various turns. Handlers
are able to praise their dog while it is working. In
most cases, dogs must have completed the
Skills class (above) to participate in Rally
classes.

Agility – This is a dog sport where you teach
your dog to negotiate different obstacles such
as jumps, tunnels, see-saws, A-frames, dog
walks and weave poles. Once you have
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gained some basic skills, the challenge is to
learn how to ‘steer’ your dog from one
obstacle to another on a course, and the
courses change each time so that you and
your dog are constantly being challenged to
improve your skills. To start training dogs must
be at least 14 months old to ensure the dog’s
skeletal and musculature system is strong
enough; physically sound and not overweight;
and under control off-lead around other dogs
and activities. Dogs are subject to an intake
test to assess their suitability to start training.

Flyball – In this sport dogs clear four hurdles,
release a ball from a ‘box’, and return to their
handler over the hurdles. It is a fast and furious
team sport that ball-mad dogs really enjoy.
Dogs must be at least 12 months old to ensure
the dog’s skeletal and musculature system is
strong enough; physically sound and not
overweight; and under control off-lead around
other dogs and activities. In most cases, dogs
must have passed the Consolidation level of
Behaviour Training (Level 2) to start Flyball.

Dances with Dogs (DWD) – In this sport
handlers take obedience skills to a new level by
performing routines to music with their dogs. All
you need to get involved is a love of music, the
desire to have a great time with your dog and
a commitment to rewards-based training. DWD
is suitable for handlers of all ages and dogs of
all breeds, sizes and ages. In 2021 a new
sport—Trick Dog—commenced as the entry
level for the DWD program. In most cases, dogs
must have passed the Consolidation level of
Behaviour Training (Level 2) to start Trick classes.

Tracking – This most natural of dog sports
involves the dog following a scent trail left
behind when a person walks across grass and
other surfaces. Tracking is only conducted
during the cooler months due to the risk of
snakes. The Club provides an information
session in autumn and encourages ‘peersupport’ training to help members get started.
Please note: Conditions apply to joining the
Club for this sport due to its seasonal nature.

Class times for all activities are available on the
website.
For more information about the Club’s
activities, eligibility and how to enrol, refer to
the Club’s website
(see ‘What we offer > Activities’)
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News from the Paws Shop
By Katrina Morton — Shop Manager

OPENING TIMES
Wednesday 9.45am - 12.15pm
Thursday
6.15- 9.15pm
Sunday
9:15am - 12.15pm

Locally Handmade Tug Toys
A great training aid for dynamic
behaviours (think recalls, Agility and
Flyball) as well as providing a great
bonding game with your dog
S, L and with handles from $17.50

Food Puzzles For Enrichment
The Bob-a-lot has arrived!
$30.00

Farewell to Jess Charman who
has provided friendly and
cheerful customer service in the
Club’s Shop since February 2019.
Apart from her sales role at the
Club, Jess is also a talented Rugby
League referee – recognised this
year with the Jim Mahoney Shield
for Outstanding Service to the
Canberra And District’s Referees
Association. Jess is focussing on her
academic studies in 2022.
Goodbye and thanks Jess!
Liki Mat Splash Bowl with suction cup
Help your dog enjoy bath time and
grooming … just like Labrador
Retriever ‘Venice’ above
$20.00

Puppington Pods
A great training aid to build motivation
and drive for dog sports.
Food-stuffed Puppington Pods are
designed to be chased and opened
by your dog under supervision.
Small $14.00 Regular $16.00
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News from the Paws shop … continued

NEW

Snuffle/Forage Mats ($35.00—$85.00)
Locally handmade—small, medium and large
Sprinkle small kibble among the fleecy tufts.
Great for supervised foraging and seeking
behaviour for puppies and older dogs

NEW
The Trainer’s Pouch ($30.00-$35.00)
Australian-made, easy to clean silicone
Available in two sizes

Slow Feeder Plates & Licki Mats
($15.00-$19.00)
Dishwasher and freezer safe
Spread soft foods (cooked vegetables,
tinned sardines, cottage cheese, mince)
and let your dog forage.

Food Puzzles For Enrichment
Kong Gyro from $18.50
Kong Wobbler from $30.00
Kong Quest Bone from $15.00
Classic Kongs from $10.00
and more!

Lamb, Cow, Pork and
Veggie Ears
Crunchy, chewy treats
from $1.20

See the full list of
shop stock on page 64
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Class Times
Regularly check the website at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/
BEHAVIOUR TRAINING

Wednesday

Thursday

Sunday

Assessment

Level 1 - Foundation (Puppy)

10:00 - 11.00am

6.30 - 7.30pm

9:30 -10.30am

Assessed in class

Level 1 - Foundation (Adult)

10:00 - 11.00am

6.30 - 7.30pm

9:30 -10.30am

Assessed in class

Level 2 - Consolidation

10:00 - 11.00am

8.00 - 9.00pm

11.00 - 12 noon

Assessed in class

Level 3 - Graduation

11.30am - 12.30pm

8.00 - 9.00pm

11.00 - 12 noon

Assessed in class

Level 4 - Companion

11.30am - 12.30pm

8.00 - 9.00pm

9:30 - 10.30am

Assessed in class

10:00 - 11.00am

6.30 - 7.30pm

9:30 - 10.30am

Assessed in class

-

-

11.00 - 12 noon

Assessed in class

Companion Plus
Drill /Demonstration Team

NOTE: Level 4 and Companion Plus class times may vary from term to term,
check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/
OBEDIENCE TRIALLING

Wednesday

Thursday

Sunday

Assessment

Skills Class (entry level)

10.00 -11.00am

6.45 - 7.45pm

-

Assessed in class

11:15am -12.15pm

8.00 - 9.00pm

-

N/A

Wednesday

Thursday

Sunday

Assessment

-

N/A

Wednesday

Assessment

Obedience Trialling
RALLY
All levels (except entry level –
see Skills Class above)
AGILITY

10.00 -11.00am
Monday

6.45 - 7.45pm
Tuesday

Level One

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Level Two

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Level Three

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Level Four

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Assessed in class

Novice

check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/

Trial performance

Excellent/Masters

-

6.45 - 8.15pm

-

Trial performance

NOTE: Agility classes are held in the Trial Rings (1-5). Class times/days vary from term to term,
check at https://actcdc.org.au/class-timetables/
FLYBALL

Wednesday

Sunday

Beginners

-

12.30 - 1.30 pm

Assessed in class

Intermediate

-

1.30 - 2.30 pm

Assessed in class

Advanced

-

2.30 - 3.30 pm

Assessed in class

Squad training (on demand)

6.45 - 7.45pm

-

N/A

NOTE: Flyball classes are usually held in the Flyball and Narrabundah Paddocks
DANCES WITH DOGS & TRICK DOG

Tuesday
7.00 - 7.45pm
Starters and
Novice A

Trick Dog
DWD

8.00 - 8.45pm
Novice B

Assessed in class

8.00 - 8.45pm

Assessed in class

NOTE: DWD/Trick Dog classes are held at the Main Pavilion at Queanbeyan Showground.
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Calendar of Events 2022
ALL EVENTS ARE SUBJECT TO COVID-19 MEASURES IN PLACE AT THE TIME
CHECK THE CLUB’S WEBSITE FOR LATEST DETAILS
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

Fri 7
Sat 8
Tues 11
Sat 15
Tue 25
Wed 26
Thu 27
Mon 31
Tues 1
Wed 2
Thu 3
Sat 5
Sun 6

Mon 7
Wed 9
Thu 10
Sat 12
Sun 13

MARCH

Grounds closed—maintenance
Grounds closed—maintenance
CDC Office opens
CDC Double Rally Trial (evening)
CDC Main Committee meeting
Australia Day public holiday
Agility Intake for Session 1 classes
ACT School Term 1 starts / Agility Session 1 classes start
CDC Term 1 Trick Dog and DWD classes start
CDC Term 1 Behaviour Training, Obedience Trialling and Rally Trialling
classes start
CDC Term 1 Behaviour Training, Obedience Trialling and Rally Trialling
classes start
Bega Valley Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui,
NSW
CDC Term 1 Behaviour Training and Flyball classes start / Bega Valley
Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui, NSW
Bega Valley Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui,
NSW
TDTC Agility Trial, Greenway / Bega Valley Kennel & Obedience Club
Rally Trial, Bermagui, NSW
Sapphire Coast Kennel & Obedience Club Rally Trial, Bermagui, NSW
Sapphire Coast Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui,
NSW
Sapphire Coast Kennel & Obedience Club Obedience Trial, Bermagui,
NSW

Sat 19

CDC Agility Trial

Tue 22

CDC Main Committee meeting

Fri 25
Sat 26

Royal Canberra Show, Mitchell
Royal Canberra Show, Mitchell

Sun 27

Royal Canberra Show, Mitchell

Sat 5

CDC Double Rally Trial (evening)

Tue 8

CDC Agility Trial (evening)

Sat 12

CDC Obedience Trial (evening) / 2021 Australian Flyball Nationals,
Mitchell

Sun 13

2021 Australian Flyball Nationals, Mitchell

Mon 14

2021 Australian Flyball Nationals, Mitchell / Canberra Day public holiday

Sat 19

Sun 20
Sat 26

Albury and Border Kennel Club Agility Trial, Albury, NSW / Greater
Western All Breeds, Obedience and Agility Club Agility Trial, Bathurst,
NSW
Albury and Border Kennel Club Agility Trial, Albury, NSW / Greater
Western All Breeds, Obedience and Agility Club Agility Trial, Bathurst,
NSW
BDOC Agility Trial / Bega Valley Kennel & Obedience Club Agility Trial,
Bermagui, NSW
For all 2022 events see https://actcdc.org.au/calendar/
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Off-lead exercise at our Club
Always read and follow the Club’s rules for using the off-lead areas
( available on the website at ‘Support > Resources’ )
Read the signs on the Club’s gates
You MUST follow the directions of Club officials when asked

NOTE:
Due to COVID-19
measures there is
NO use of any
off-lead areas
30 minutes before,
during or after
Behaviour Training
classes (except
instructors)
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 Do the right thing:
Read the ‘Using the club
grounds’ brochure on the
website as well as the
gate signs.
 Play safe - use common
sense in the off-lead
areas.
 Keep your dog away from
gates when other dogs
are entering and leaving.
Always ask and gain
permission from
everyone before going
into an area that is
already occupied.
 Enter on lead and remove
the lead while your dog is
sitting.
 Keep moving to minimise
tension and scuffles
between dogs.
 Stay alert and keep an
eye on your dog.
 Do not allow your dog to
fence-run. It is not
appropriate behaviour.
 Always reward your dog
for coming to you.
 Avoid using balls and
other toys if you are
sharing the area with
other dogs.
 Leave immediately if your
dog becomes anxious, or
is annoying or aggressive
towards other dogs.
 Limit your time to 15
minutes if other members
are waiting to use the
same area.
 Always clean up after
your dog.
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